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Creativity is intelligence
having fun.
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A B S T R A C T

Most creativity studies assess only a limited number of people and
creative behaviors. Traditional creativity assessments require evalua-
tions by human expert judges, rendering assessments of creative be-
havior time-intensive and subjective. In my master’s thesis, I apply
definitions of creativity to digital behavior traces, to make algorith-
mic evaluations possible. I introduce C-Tracer, a data analysis tool
that automatically generates various creativity scores from human
event log data. Additionally, I report empirical studies in different
content domains and with varying groups of participants, where C-
Tracer has been used to score creativity in human behavior automati-
cally. Empirical validation in early studies shows that C-Tracer scores
can correlate significantly with creativity scores from human expert
raters. Thus, it can become feasible to study large numbers of peo-
ple and creative behaviors, with evaluation approaches that are less
subjective and more time-efficient than human expert judgments.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Die meisten Kreativitätsstudien untersuchen nur eine begrenzte An-
zahl von Personen und kreativen Verhaltensweisen. Herkömmliche
Kreativitätsbewertungen benötigen Experten, sodass das Bewerten
von kreativem Verhalten zeitintensiv und subjektiv ist. In meiner
Masterarbeit wende ich Kreativitätsdefinitionen auf digitale Ver-
haltensspuren an, um eine algorithmische Bewertung möglich zu
machen. Ich stelle den C-Tracer vor, ein Datenanalysetool welches aus
menschlichen Ereignisprotokolldaten automatisch Bewertungen von
verschiedenen Kreativitätsmetriken generiert. Außerdem beschreibe
ich empirische Studien aus verschiedenen Domänen und mit unter-
schiedlichen Teilnehmergruppen, in denen der C-Tracer verwendet
wurde, um Kreativität in menschlichem Verhalten automatisch zu be-
werten. Empirische Validierungen in frühen Studien zeigen, dass die
C-Tracer-Bewertungen signifikant mit den Kreativitätsbewertungen
von menschlichen Experten korrelieren können. So wird es möglich,
eine große Anzahl von Menschen und kreativen Verhaltensweisen
mit Bewertungsansätzen zu untersuchen, die weniger subjektiv und
dabei zeitsparender als menschliche Expertenurteile sind.
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T H E P R O B L E M S PA C E





1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Are you creative?

"Creativity pervades human life. It is the mark of individuality, the
vehicle of self-expression, and the engine of progress in every human
endeavor." [48] The impact of creativity on our lives is tangible. Inno-
vation [18, 26, 56], public and personal achievement [55, 66], teacher
success [50], intelligence [20, 59], even success in tourism develop-
ment [53], are all connected to creativity. Being creative is one of the
fundamentally human traits, that lets us navigate the nuanced and dif-
ficult challenges we face. Understanding creativity - what it is, what
its consequences are, and how we can facilitate it - are questions that,
while investigated for a long time, can still not be answered succinctly
by creativity experts.

"It is audacious and ambitious to attempt to measure a construct
such as creativity", says Bonnie Cramond [14], but answering ques-
tions about creativity to learn not just about oneself but also about
groups of people has fascinated societies for millennia and scien-
tists, officially, for about a century. J.P. Guilford is often credited for
kickstarting creativity research in his 1950 presidential address [21],
where he posed two questions: How can we find creative potential in
young people? How can we promote the development of creative per-
sonalities? Now, 72 years later, researchers are still asking the same
questions. Understanding creativity conceptually - as a personality
trait and philosophical concept - as well as empirically - as a de-
tectable and measurable fact - has become a focus of research that
remains as dynamic as the concept of creativity itself: Methods of
quantifying a person’s creativity have constantly evolved since their
inception, as they mirror our evolving understanding of the creative
concept itself.

Confounding Factors in Creativity Measurement

Creativity is the driver of progress. Creative solutions to evolving
problems are as important as ever. Against this backdrop, the fact
that we as a society are on a trend towards becoming less creative is
worrying [34]. As we look to support creativity and creative thinking,
we still struggle to scientifically measure it. Creativity assessments
are both time-consuming and unreliable, which are traits that make
advocating for investing in large-scale creativity research more diffi-
cult. Unlike some other quantitative population testing methods, the
concept of creativity remains just elusive enough to struggle with
quick assessments, and quantitative creativity assessments often use
the Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) [5], which requires mul-
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4 introduction

tiple raters to each evaluate every data point. Even sub-facets of cre-
ativity such as fluency, which is often measured by counting ideas,
either require manual human oversight or the acceptance that joke
answers, such as writing down all numbers from one to ten instead
of one’s creative ideas, are muddying the data analysis.
On the reliability side, the most common approach to achieve measur-
able ratings that are also acceptably reliable is also the CAT, which
has been used many times in as many different ways. Intended to
provide the reliability that creativity research had been missing, it
now suffers from being used in studies without a standard that is
being followed by CAT researchers. The CAT’s requirements are to
have a number larger than 1 of self-chosen raters rate answers from
creativity tests on a response level and then report the inter-rater re-
liability, also on the response level. What makes an expert an expert,
or whether expertise is even needed for good ratings is not discussed,
and may contribute significantly to the difficulty of replicating ex-
periments. Expert raters may have lower inter-rater reliability than
non-experts, with an increased effect when comparing experts with
non-expert ratings [31]. All of this means that the exact same study
responses may not generate the same test scores if evaluated twice.

Sample size can have a strong effect on rater reliability [19], which
calls into question the relation between sample size, rating validity,
and rating reliability: As sample sizes increase, the time spent evalu-
ating responses is proportionally increased for each rater, which can
lead to fatigue, further influencing the ratings’ inherent validity [15].
Then, the raters’ opinions on the sample size may influence their rat-
ings. For example, preschool children’s responses have to be judged
differently from the same children’s responses twenty years later [15].
All of these factors together lead to reproducibility rates as low as be-
tween 25 and 62 % [10, 35, 46]. Similarly, some of the most-used cre-
ativity tests have shown to have a low retest reliability [6, 17]. How
then can we design comparable studies, unless population, sample
size, raters, and study setup are the same?

Designing Studies for a Dynamic Construct

Many historical discussions on creativity were less interested in the
fundamental understanding of creativity but in defining what kind
of people could be creative in the first place. In ancient Greece for
example, poetry was considered the only creative endeavor. Other dis-
ciplines, such as painting or sculpting, were considered to be merely
discovering what can be observed about a natural, lawful world [63].
Answering if one was creative was a simple matter: It only required
asking if one was a poet. Over time, societies deemed more and more
disciplines creative, from the Romans considering many artistic ef-
forts creative, to discussions on creativity in nature and sciences at
the beginning of the 20th century [63]. Today, discourse on creativity
largely considers creativity a ubiquitous part of our human existence
[3, 6, 14, 22, 23, 48].
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The science of creativity has just emerged in the last century [7] and
Guilford is often credited with the first scientific approaches of test-
ing, quantifying, and evaluating creativity. This laid the groundwork
for creativity research, and many of Guilford’s concepts, introduced
in the 1950s [22, 23], are still used or built upon today.

Most people even now have differing concepts of what exactly con-
stitutes being creative [52], so when researchers are asked to design
studies to evaluate creativity and, just as importantly, its effects on
our lives, they may need to define specific study conditions to mea-
sure the specific aspect of creativity they are interested in. Not all
do [51], which contributes to one of the fundamental difficulties of
creativity research: Agreeing that two different studies measured the
"same" creativity.

If creativity evolves with the societies defining it, then creativity
assessments need to evolve with it. Imagine conducting a large-scale
creativity study in ancient Greece. It is a self-report questionnaire
with only one question: "Are you a poet?" If Yes: You are creative. If
No: You are not creative. Because of the simple definition of what the
ancient Greeks considered to be creative, the study design would be
rather simple. Because nowadays definitions of what constitutes cre-
ativity are much more intricate, creativity studies struggle to capture
these intricacies comprehensively.

To achieve some comprehensiveness, today’s creativity studies of-
ten use large testing batteries to evaluate not just if participants are
creative, but in which of the many ways their creativity manifests.
Conducting those studies large-scale is time-consuming (and because
of rater fatigue maybe even less reliable), as many tests within the
testing batteries require not just a robust holistic analysis, but an inter-
pretation of the results on a response level. This leads to researchers
evaluating thousands of responses by hand [60].

In an increasingly automated world, "large-scale" has become less
of a challenge to fear but a challenge to be solved. For example, auto-
mated and large-scale intelligence tests have been conducted, either
in-person or online, for many years [24, 38]. It’s easy to see that data
generated by these types of intelligence tests is easy to be evaluated
by a machine: All answers given by participants are either right or
wrong.

No such dichotomy exists for creativity, which is often defined as
the combination of originality and success [22]. That originality may be
hard to grasp by a machine seems rather clear, but even success can be
difficult to define in creative contexts. When is a painting successful?
The evaluation of originality and success is still mostly deferred to
human judges to score a participant’s answers, as automatic creativity
measurement approaches struggle.
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Automatic Creativity Testing and Randomness Resistance

"Originality can be found in the word salad of a psychotic", write
Runco and Jaeger [54]. "A truly random process will often generate
something that is original."

Consider an automated test that is based on some creative prompt,
such as "How might we tame Dinosaurs?". How are fully random and
meaningless answers evaluated by an algorithm? Without a way to
understand the meaning of answers, it couldn’t distinguish between
the answers I don’t know and Dinosaur Necromancy. They both are a
response, made out of words. Both answers have similar lengths. But
the algorithm can neither understand that one answer is not really
a solution nor could it distinguish differing originality between two
solutions. In particular, the evaluation of an effectiveness measure
(i.e., did the response solve the task in some way) is often ignored or
glossed over by researchers of manual and automated study methods
alike. Similarly, randomness resistance, that is being able to under-
stand that blabla 12 12 is not a valid response to the prompt, is rarely
discussed when talking about the validity and robustness of auto-
mated approaches, maybe because it is rarely a problem in controlled
in-person study environments.

Outcome-based vs. Process-based Evaluation

Creative behavior can be seen as a process that may end up in a cre-
ative production or outcome. In general, quantitative creativity assess-
ments only consider the productions of study participants, i.e. the fin-
ished responses, though some steps towards mixed process-outcome-
based scoring mechanisms are being made. For example, Silvia et. al
have investigated the effect of judging not individual responses but
the entire sheet of paper on which responses were written for an al-
ternative uses task [60], which may give some additional insight on
the process with which participants come up with their answers.

Still, generating single measures by analyzing the creative pro-
cesses is rare, which means that process-based analysis methods
have largely remained unexplored as creativity operationalizations.

Software that Understands Creativity

Taking into account the field’s current difficulties in measuring cre-
ativity objectively and in cost-effective ways, turning towards soft-
ware solutions that promise to be quick and objective seems to be
an obvious solution. If creating such software was an easy task, how-
ever, it would be done much more frequently already. There are two
areas for creativity assessments in which software can be used: The
creativity test or task, and the data evaluation.

One of the challenges of software-based data evaluation is to define
data characteristics that correlate with creativity. Though the defini-
tion of creativity is constantly evolving, some basic and broad defi-
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nitions like Guildford’s "novel and effective" (originally called novel
and "acceptable") are more or less settled, as they transfer the onus
of definition onto the novelty and originality constructs [54]. Just like
manual creativity assessments, software-based creativity assessments
would have to take into account study contexts such as the population
sample and study setup. If written for the purpose of automatically
evaluating creativity, it may need to be tailored to the study design
and research questions, just like any other part of the study. If that
means writing and re-writing software for every single study, the net
benefit against manual evaluation will quickly diminish. Once cre-
ated, such software tools could alleviate the cost of judging data of
creative or not-creative behavior, but it may not be more cost-efficient
than the manual evaluations researchers are currently doing, as the
cost-intensive work of the expert judges merely gets passed on to
other cost-intensive work of developing and maintaining software.

On the other hand, software solutions may open up the way for
objective and reproducible experiments: Setup, setting, instructions,
tangibles, raters, etc. could be enabled to remain consistent across
studies and eliminate these circumstantial confounders.

In this thesis, I introduce a generalizable method for reasoning
about process-based data generated from creative behavior. This
method can be used for many different creativity tests as well as
recorded natural behavior. It is randomness-resistant and enables
process-based creativity assessments. I show its application in differ-
ent creativity domains and present software support that evaluates
any such creativity data in an automatic, quick, and objective way.





2
R E L AT E D W O R K : M A N U A L A N D A U T O M AT E D
C R E AT I V I T Y A S S E S S M E N T S

There are, broadly, three main categories of quantitative measures
in creativity research: Self-report questionnaires, productive thinking
tests, and consensual assessment measures [18]. Measures from this
trichotomy are not exclusive to one another: Many studies use multi-
ple quantitative measures for their data analysis, combine measures,
and create new quantitative measures specifically created to answer a
research question. This chapter outlines some of the most used types
of creativity assessments for each category, which together give a
good understanding of the status quo.

2.1 creative self assessments

Creative self assessments may be the most used type of creativity mea-
sure across papers covering creativity and innovation [18]. Approxi-
mately 40% of all papers in the creativity and innovation domain use
some type of self-report measure. Self-report measures may ask par-
ticipants to judge their creative qualities or eminent creative outcomes
in their lives. Kaufmann divides creativity self-report tests into the
categories Activities, Evaluation, Process, and Beliefs [28]. The most
commonly-used tests fall into the categories Activities and Evalua-
tion, where the Activities category asks to report on general behaviors
and activities that may be considered creative, such as drawing paint-
ings or playing music, and the Evaluation category asks to report
measurable creative outcomes, such as having received an award in a
creative domain.

In general, creative self-assessments are used most often to sup-
port or validate other creative outcomes, though they can be used as
primary outcomes as well. Because they rely on the goodwill of the
participant to respond honestly, they are not used in high-stakes situ-
ations where people may be more prone to misrepresent themselves
in a more positively perceived light.

Creative Achievement Questionnaire

The Creative Achievement Questionnaire (CAQ) was first published
in 2005 by Carson et. al [11]. Its validation study found an interac-
tion between creative behavior and creative achievement. The CAQ
prompts participants with a series of statements relating to real-world
achievements in 10 creative domains such as Visual Arts, Creative
Writing, or Scientific Discovery. Examples of such prompts are "I have
composed an original piece of music.", or "I have received a Scholar-
ship based on my work in science or medicine." Answers are ranked

9



10 related work : manual and automated creativity assessments

from more easily achievable (e.g., "I have written an original short
work.") to extremely difficult to achieve (e.g., "My work has been re-
viewed in national publications."). Some questions record not just if
something has been achieved, but how often it has been achieved
(e.g., "I have won a national prize in the field of science or medicine.").
Answers are then scored based on their difficulty. Overall scores can
range from 0 to a theoretically unlimited upper bound, depending on
how often the participant reports to have fulfilled the achievements
on the multiply achievable items.

The CAQ is a well-known self-report test to gain insight into the
creativity of a population, as it is easy to administer and report.
Though originally reported to have two or three underlying factors
that explain the data points generally produced by this test, most
researchers now consider it to represent a single underlying factor
- which is a decision made from a desire for simplicity [61]. Conse-
quently, data generated by the CAQ may require a more in-depth
data analysis on the queried population than a simple correlation
analysis of the CAQ’s sum score and whatever research item it is be-
ing tested against. As such, much of the CAQ’s perceived simplicity
stems from a choice to not look into missing statistical requisites of
the data or what creative constructs are actually being measured.

Creative Behavior Inventory

The Creative Behavior Inventory (CBI) was one of the first developed
self-report tests for creativity [25]. In its current iteration it is a short
test that focuses less on rare creative behaviors or experiences (such
as the ones tested by the CAQ), but more on everyday creativity such
as painting a picture or preparing an original flower arrangement [16].
Dollinger’s version of the CBI is simpler to interpret than the CAQ,
as every question is categorically ranked from 0 (I have never done
this in my life) to 3 (I have done this more than 5 times). The revised
version is consistently showing moderate correlations (between r=0.3
and r=0.55) with other creativity, personality, and divergent thinking
tests [61], but it is less widely adopted than the CAQ, which makes
inter-study comparisons more difficult.

Creative Domains Questionnaire

Kaufmann’s Domains of Creativity Scale (K-DOCS) is a self-assess-
ment test for creativity that asks participants to rate themselves from
1 (Much less creative [than average]) to 5 (Much more creative [than
average]) across 50 different situations and prompts [29]. K-DOCS
contains prompts regarding traditionally creative domains and be-
haviors (e.g., composing an original song, acting in a play) as well
as emergent everyday situations and difficulties (e.g., understanding
how to make myself happy, teaching someone how to do something).
The original test has since been revised by Kaufmann in 2009 [32].
The Revised Creativity Domain Questionnaire (CDQ-R) focuses on
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the four creative factors drama, science, arts, and interaction (interac-
tion being a notable domain that is not queried either by the CAQ
or the CBI). The CDQ-R has only 21 items, making it comparatively
quick to administer, and though its validity is promising it also suf-
fers from low adoption rates compared to the CAQ.

Big 5 Personality Test / Five Factor Model

Developed not for creativity research but personality trait theory, this
test places people on 5 different spectra, one of which is openness
to experience. An example of items of the Big5 openness scale is "(I
am someone who) is original, comes up with new ideas". Openness
to experience has a consistently strong association with creativity as
measured by other tests or questionnaires [52]. As a result, different
versions of this personality test - or subsets of them that only regard
openness to experience - are often used as a stand-in for other creative
self-assessments.

2.2 consensual assessment technique

The Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) was first introduced in
1983 by Amabile et. al [5]. Its main purpose is to give researchers a
robust method of judging responses to questions that have no defini-
tive answers and where the quality of problem solutions is to some
extent subjective. It achieves this robustness by providing the same
responses to multiple "raters", who then independently assign scores
to each response. Once responses have been rated by each rater, inter-
rater reliability can be computed, which is an objective measure of
how much the raters agree or disagree with their ratings. Many cur-
rent creativity tests rely on the CAT to produce results, and could not
report objective, quantitative metrics without it. In particular, produc-
tive thinking tests as discussed in the next section all require their
responses to be evaluated through the CAT to generate their results.

Though the concept of the CAT is simple, creativity researchers
have not agreed on its specifics, as Amabile does give guidelines
on some specifics which are prone to interpretation. The number of
raters, expert level of raters, how high the inter-rater reliability must
be for it to be considered reliable, the effect of rater fatigue on inter-
rater reliability, which rating scale to use, which statistical method to
use for which rating scale, and how ratings are to be aggregated all
remain subject for discussion or are being turned a blind eye to [15,
30, 39, 62].

Even against this backdrop, the CAT may be the only method of
judging creative responses or products objectively (or, as objective as
possible), as there is no obvious better alternative. At the same time,
it highlights the theoretical utility of truly objective approaches, such
as automatically computed scores.
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2.3 productive thinking tests

Productive Thinking Tests can include divergent and convergent cre-
ative thinking tests [22]. Divergent thinking tests provide participants
with tasks that are in some way open-ended. No "correct" solutions
to the tasks exist. Instead, participants may come up with creative -
or not-creative - solutions and answers, which then lead to a number
of scores. These tests often try to find tasks that let participants ex-
press their aptitude for specific facets of creativity, such as fluency or
originality, though some tests have outcomes of a more general na-
ture. The type of creativity that is measured has a strong influence on
how difficult (i.e., resource-intensive) task results are to assess once
responses have been collected.

Alternative Uses Task

Created by Guilford more than half a century ago, the Alternative
Uses Task (AUT), also called Uncommon Uses Task, remains one of
the most widely-used creativity tests today. Participants are asked
to consider a simple object, such as a brick or a needle. They are
then challenged to find creative and atypical ways for the object to
be used. Participants are given limited time, often 2-3 minutes, to
come up with as many ideas as possible. Commonly, responses of
each participant are evaluated for fluency, flexibility, originality, and
elaboration, though a general "creativity" measure is reported as well
[2, 4, 5].

Fluency and elaboration are objective metrics, that are calculated by
counting responses a participant has given and the length of a partic-
ipant’s answers, respectively. Flexibility and originality are subjective
measures that require human judgments [5]. As discussed previously,
there is only a general agreement on how to use the CAT; specifics
are often left to the researchers, which makes comparing AUT-based
results across studies difficult.

Though the AUT is used prevalently, it, like many other diver-
gent thinking tests, suffers from conceptual, design, and psychomet-
ric shortcomings [6, 17]. One example is the reliance on a single item
for which alternative uses are to be ideated, as "inter-item fluency"
can have correlations as low as .2 [6]. In other words, results gener-
ated by the AUT may be entirely different based on whether partici-
pants are asked to think of alternative uses for a paperclip or a brick.
The AUT has been in use for over 50 years, but still lacks a single ac-
cepted way of analyzing the data and consolidating all responses of
a participant into singles scores. For example, sometimes originality
scores are generated by considering all answers of a participant and
averaging their originality, as opposed to considering only their most
original response.

AUT response scoring is time-intensive, which has led to the cre-
ation of some alternative scoring methods: "Top Two" scoring lets
each participant choose their two perceived most creative responses,
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which become the only responses that they are judged on [58]. "Snap-
shot scoring" provides raters with the original sheet of paper on
which answers are written, which are then scored for creativity [60].

Top Two and Snapshot scoring lessen the effort of judging all re-
sponses manually. They are on the one hand important steps towards
larger-scale creativity assessments and on the other hand, a symp-
tom of a larger problem: Even the most-used productive thinking test,
which appears to exist in a sweet spot between efficiency and efficacy,
is still very time-consuming to conduct.

Torrance Test of Creative Thinking

The Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT) is a widely used col-
lection of creative tasks that originally aimed to nurture and enhance
creativity among students [65]. It was then used to identify highly
gifted children in classrooms and is now widely used as a general
productive thinking test [33]. It is well-known for being used in a 50-
year longitudinal study, which showed strong correlations between
the original creativity score from the TTCT at a young student age
and personal achievement (but not public achievement) later in life
[55]. The TTCT has been updated multiple times and consists of
a verbal and a figural form (TTCT-Verbal and TTCT-Figural). Both
forms measure fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration as de-
scribed by Guilford, and consist of five tasks (ask-and-guess, product
improvement, unusual uses, unusual questions, just suppose) and
three tasks (picture construction, picture completion, and repeated
figures), respectively. Similar to the AUT, which is indeed a sub-task
within the TTCT, the TTCT is subject to criticisms of rating proce-
dures, as it makes use of the CAT. Its test-retest reliability, which
has self-reported coefficients between .5 and .93, has been called into
question. Still, the TTCT is one of the most comprehensive creativi-
ty/productive thinking tests used today.

Remote Associates Test

The Remote Associates Test (RAT) is a task developed as a general cre-
ativity test [44]. It prompts participants with groups of three words
that are in some way related. The task is to find a fourth word that
connects to the other three. For example, the three words "cream",
"skate", and "water" may be connected by "ice". Answers to the RAT
items are either right or wrong, which means its evaluation is very
easy and possible to automate, but its place in creativity research is
debated: The RAT has been criticized for measuring language profi-
ciency to a higher degree than other similar creativity tests [67]. Its
scores seem to correlate with other tests that measure general creative
thinking, convergent thinking, and analytical processing, which leads
to an ongoing struggle to understand what its outcomes actually mea-
sure [37].
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2.4 automatically assessed productive thinking tasks

Advances in the algorithmic understanding of language have led to
advancements in the automation of language-based creativity assess-
ments as well.

SemDis

SemDis is an automatic creativity test that you can take in your
browser and get a creativity score within minutes [8]. It combines
the AUT with a new concept, semantic distance. The semantic dis-
tance of two words or concepts expresses how closely they are being
used together in some given semantic space. With advances in such
semantic spaces, expressing the distance between words has been
reduced to a mathematical or graph theory problem. For example,
the two words "brick" and "masonry" would exhibit a low distance in
most semantic spaces, as they are contextually similar and therefore
used often together. By comparison, "brick" and "bark carver" are
more distant concepts. Here, the latter example would get a higher
creativity score.

SemDis prompts users with an item typical for the AUT, such as
"brick" or "paperclip", and asks them to come up with "six creative
uses" for that object. It then cleans the responses of filler words and
generates an average semantic distance. There are five different se-
mantic spaces to compare the word distances against, which is a
choice that can influence the results strongly. Preliminary studies
have shown good internal validity of data generated by SemDis stud-
ies in particular, should the claimed correlation of β = 0.91 between
AUT results and a SemDis model that combines their five semantic
spaces hold true across different studies.

Divergent Association Task

The Divergent Association Task (DAT) [45] is a web-based divergent
thinking test that has a very simple and open-ended prompt: "Enter
10 words that are as different from each other as possible, in all meanings and
uses of the words." It then takes back some of that simplicity and in-
troduces some rules for what kind of words to use (nouns) and what
kind of words to not use (specialized vocabulary or technical terms).
Using semantic distance, the scores are the average pairwise semantic
distance of the first seven valid responses. Using only the first seven
valid responses is a clever way to introduce redundancy in the re-
sponse data, which allows the test to generate valid scores in the face
of typos and unknown neologisms which otherwise would lead to
an impossible-to-calculate average. In its early studies, the DAT has
shown good convergent and internal validity, with good correlations
to the AUT and other creativity tests. With its open-ended prompt it
addresses the stimulus dependency problem of other divergent think-
ing tasks, and with its response redundancy, it circumvents a classic
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pitfall of automated language analysis without much programmatic
effort.

2.5 process analysis

Shah et al. measure novelty in ideation processes by having expert
raters decompose given ideas into functions that the ideas satisfy
within their "design space" [57]. For example, the "thrust method"
may be a function assigned to the design space of vehicles. Each
function is weighted based on perceived importance and potentially
re-evaluated when the idea changes during the ideation process. To
rate these functions, raters create a subjective "universe of ideas" of
existing ideas or concepts that satisfy the functions to compare the
new functions against. This manual and extremely time-intensive ap-
proach approximates the automatic approaches described in this the-
sis the closest: Both approaches record a creative process ("ideation"
for Shah et al.), and both approaches compare a list of recorded pro-
ductions to some created corpus ("universe") of productions to mea-
sure novelty. Note, that Shah et al. differentiate between "novelty" and
"variety" - that is, unexpectedness and exploration of a solution space
- as opposed to the definitions in this thesis, where this distinction is
not made.

Peeters et al. introduced a further stratification of this novelty anal-
ysis without the creation of some universe of similar ideas, citing that
this creation is too time-intensive [49]. Instead, they weigh all ideas
differently depending on the type of novelty ("original, adaptive, or
variant") that was observed.
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3
O P E R AT I O N A L I Z I N G C R E AT I V I T Y: C R E AT I V I T Y
I N D ATA

There are many different methods of operationalizing creativity or
facets of creativity. Creating creativity measures with good validity,
i. e., measures that measure the creative facet intended to be mea-
sured reasonably well, requires first a good understanding of what
kinds of creative constructs exist. Listing creative constructs can never
be exhaustive, but this chapter will describe some of the most com-
mon definitions of creative constructs, definitions of measures intend-
ing to capture these constructs, and some of their common opera-
tionalization methods. Then, a novel operationalization method for
creativity in creative processes will be presented, which is based on
the standard definition of creativity and is valid for human behavior
data.

3.1 creativity : definitions and operationalizations

Guilford, in his famous 1950 presidential address, defined the con-
cept of creativity as follows: "Creativity refers to the abilities that
are most characteristic of creative people" [21]. This tautology may
be the earliest "modern" definition of creativity, which remains fit-
tingly simple - and impossible to operationalize outside of ancient
Greece with its similarly simple creativity definition (cf. Chapter 1).
Operationalizing this tautological creativity definition is impossible,
so other definitions for creativity are needed.

The standard definition of creativity can be expressed as novelty
plus effectiveness [7, 13]. This is the most general contemporary cre-
ativity definition. From it emerged other creativity definitions.

For example, Little- and Big-C creativity are often used to describe
the effects that being creative has on our lives [32]. Self-report ques-
tionnaires as described in Chapter 2 try to measure this operational-
ization of creativity. Little-C (everyday creativity) and Big-C (rare
great creativity) are often mentioned in research that measures how
human lives are affected by creativity and creative action. Little-C
is defined as everyday creativity. Though these creativity definitions
are firmly established as an important part of the creativity landscape,
they will be mostly ignored in this thesis, which focuses on the way
one can measure not the effects of creative action, but creative action
itself.

For in the moment creativity, the creativity community often refers
to two different modes of thinking, which we employ during creative
problem-solving: Divergent Thinking (DT) and Convergent Thinking
(CT). DT describes the ability to expand an action space with ideas
that may or may not relate to the problem space and may or may
not lead to effective solutions. CT describes the ability to select ef-
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fective strategies or ideas within that action space. Intuitively, diver-
gent thinking can be described as thinking of ideas, while convergent
thinking can be described as choosing the best idea(s). In reality, there
is likely not a two-phase process but a constant interplay of both
modes of thinking: Convergent thinking steers divergent thinking,
and divergent thinking may further be influenced by disrupting previ-
ous ideas that were "converged on". Productive thinking tasks (cf. Sec-
tion 2.3) are prompting participants to come up with answers which
require divergent and convergent thinking, but both these facets are
difficult to measure with the typical productive thinking tests that
assess only the outcome of creative thought. Though divergent and
convergent thinking are important to describe creative thinking, they
are generally not measured either quantitatively or qualitatively. In-
stead, the creative outcomes or products (i.e., the responses) of the
participants are assessed by using other measures that capture facets
of creativity and together may give a good indicator for the creative
potential of a person. The three most common measures in such pro-
ductive thinking tests are fluency, flexibility, and originality [23]. This
ubiquitous "triad" of creative measures is sometimes expanded by the
elaboration measure and sometimes condensed to a simple measure of
creativity.

Fluency

Of the fluency-flexibility-originality triad, fluency is the only measure
that is objective. It describes the number of ideas that a person could
come up with in some amount of time. Being able to come up with
many ideas can be helpful when trying to come up with creative
solutions, but fluency alone, that is, the countable number of ideas,
does not mean that any highly creative idea has been produced, as
ideas could be repetitive, obvious, or even nonsensical. Since fluency
is a simple count of all answers, this measure does not need expert
ratings, but it may require some oversight to weed out joke or non-
sensical answers.

Flexibility

Flexibility is domain fluency. It describes the number of topic do-
mains that a participant’s responses traversed. Thus, it offers some
granularity that fluency doesn’t offer: For example, a person’s re-
sponses for uncommon uses for a paperclip might be "earring, ring,
nose piercing", which are all broadly in the same category, jewelry.
These responses would get the same flexibility rating as the single re-
sponse "ring". Judging flexibility requires some method of separating
topic domains that are broad enough to encapsulate every possible
answer but specific enough to not group topically distinct answers to-
gether. Since domain definitions may vary or be subjective, this mea-
sure requires expert ratings.
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Originality

Originality is part of the standard definition of creativity (e.g., cre-
ativity = originality + effectiveness) and is often used synonymously
with creativity.

As originality remains difficult to define, many different ways of
evaluating it - that is, methods of translating distinct test responses to
a single value representing this characteristic - have been developed.
The most common ways to generate originality scores are 1) the CAT,
2) rarity analysis, and 3) semantic distance analyses. The CAT (1) is
a method that employs multiple human raters to subjectively rate all
responses and generate average ratings for them (cf. Section 2.2). Rar-
ity analysis (2) is a method that counts responses across the entire
response body (i.e., not per person but per population), then scores
rare responses higher than responses that have been given by some
or many other participants. It is a mathematically objective measure
of originality that has been criticized for being highly dependent on
the number of participants, as fewer participants will automatically
lead to higher originality scores [19]. Semantic distance (3) is a way to
describe the closeness of words with regard to their meaning or their
use. Semantic networks such as wordnet1 are one way of calculat-
ing semantic distance. They are networks that group words based on
their semantic similarity. For example, teacher and educator would gen-
erate a low distance score on most semantic networks. Another way
to score semantic distance is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), which
scores word distance based on how often words are being used to-
gether, which means that two very different words that are often used
in similar contexts may generate low scores. For example, teacher and
grade have a high semantic relatedness, and would thus generate a
low score. Semantic distance has been used as a promising tool for
automatically generating creativity scores [8, 9, 41, 45]. Semantic dis-
tance scoring is strongly influenced by the corpus on which the net-
work is based. For example, a network generated by using Facebook
comments as a corpus may generate different scores for word pairs
than a network generated from ancient philosophical texts. Selecting
the right corpus for use in any creativity test is an important step in
ending up with valid data.

All constructs mentioned above use the productions of creative be-
havior as input to generate ratings, but none evaluate the creative
process leading up to those productions. In the following chapters, I
will introduce a novel method that explores this gap.

3.2 creative behavior in data

This section defines terms for understanding the creative process
from a data perspective, particularly to distinguish the process as it is
defined in creativity theory from the process as it is defined in com-
puter science. Processes and data in computer science are intimately

1 http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
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connected to general computer science. As creativity theory has de-
veloped independently from computer science, there exists some se-
mantic overlap between definitions of the creative process in creativ-
ity and a computer science domain: Process mining. This means that
naming conventions suggested in this chapter will have some seman-
tic overlap with naming conventions from process mining, the most
important semantic distinction being the process, which has a very
different definition in creativity and process mining.

Process Mining vs. Creative Process

The creative process can be reconstructed as a sequence of mental
and/or behavioral actions. It is successful if it results in at least one
novel and effective production or outcome. This resulting production,
in terms of creativity theory, can be any solution to a problem or
design challenge. It may be tangible or intangible and can take on
a variety of shapes, such as a physical good, a one-time behavior, a
strategy, a technique, a service, or a process. By contrast, the process
mining process is a holistic view of task execution logic across a full
workflow log, which may consist of temporally and causatively dis-
junct actions and action sequences [1]. Intuitively, a creative process
is a single series of related actions, while the process in the context of
process mining is a model or summary of many similar or identical
series of actions in some given data record. Process mining’s pendant
to the creative process would generally be called a "trace" or, specif-
ically within a workflow log context, a "case". The creative "action"
and process mining’s "activity" represent the atomic elements of the
respective processes or cases, see Table 1.

Table 1: Semantic differences and similarities of the creative process and pro-
cess mining domains

creative process process mining

- Process

Process Case / Trace

Action Activity

Event Log Event Log / Workflow Log

Though my approach to data analysis uses some data structures
that appear similar to structures used in process mining, it uses ter-
minology as it relates to creativity and the creative process, unless
otherwise specified. Most notably, a “process” refers to one instance
of a creative process of one participant or one team of participants.

Creativity and its Representation in Data

Since processes are comprised of sequences of actions, they lend
themselves well to being recorded. Using such records, I build on
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the standard definition of creativity to operationalize novelty and
effectiveness in creative processes.

The first step is to measure novelty (automatically) within data gen-
erated by human behavior. Any creative production would clearly
have to be "different" from established productions to be considered
novel. In other words, every novel production must exhibit some level
of differentness to some known set of previous ideas. Differentness can
then represent how different any production is compared to another
production or some corpus of productions. Note, that though every
novel production has to be different from established productions in
order to be considered novel, differentness would not always indicate
novelty: For example, random behavior would generate processes of
high differentness, but the processes would not be considered “novel”
by a human rater in the same way that a production of novelty would.
Unlike human raters, an automatic differentness measure would thus
lack the ability to differentiate novelty from randomness.

Therefore, I include in the language for tracing novelty not just how
differentness is defined in data, but also how to determine when this
differentness translates to actual novelty. A solution to this problem
may be found in the standard definition of creativity as well: By con-
sidering not just the novelty of an idea but also filtering ideas by their
effectiveness, automatic rejection of most random productions could
be possible. This "randomness resistance" will have implications for
the automatic and large-scale creativity assessments discussed in later
chapters.

3.3 defining a language to reason about creative be-
havioural data

This chapter explains string distances, and builds on them to define
the creative process, process differentness, the average process differentness,
and the C-Score. The latter will be the main metric for quantifying
creativity based on human behavior data.

The Levenshtein Distance

The Levenshtein distance is a string metric that can express the dif-
ference between two strings, a concept that is also called the edit
distance. It is defined on strings of arbitrary length and is a way to
measure the number of operations required to transform one string
into the other. For example, the Levenshtein distance between the
words "house" and "mouse" is 1. This can be expressed as such:

lev(house,mouse) = 1

The set of operations allowed in this metric is comprised of substitu-
tions, insertions, and deletions of single characters. In the previous ex-
ample, a single substitution is needed to transform house into mouse
(or vice versa), which results in a Levenshtein distance of 1. Similarly,
"house" and "houses" require a single deletion or insertion (it’s pos-
sible to delete the s of houses or insert an s after house). In order
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to transform "mouse" into "mice", three transformations are needed:
Substitute o with i (miuse), substitute u with c (micse), and delete the
s (mice):

lev(mouse,mice) = 3.

Though the Levenshtein distance is formally defined on strings, it
is not difficult to understand it not as a string distance metric that
compares characters for equality, but as a generalized distance met-
ric that compares any elements for equality. I create and use such a
generalized Levenshtein distance metric to calculate the element-level
(i. e., action-level) distance of two creative processes (see Section 5.6
for implementation details).

Processes and Process Distance

The main creative structure used for the proposed analysis is the pro-
cess. Whenever people engage in creative thinking they also undergo
a creative process. Guilford described the creative process as any se-
quence of thoughts and actions that leads to novel, adaptive produc-
tions [21]. There is no good way to track sequences of thought as per
Guilford but a good ability to track observable actions. In the follow-
ing process definition, I focus on a recordable process. Note also, that
no assertions about a process being creative or not are made yet. Thus,
the process definition is simply any sequence of actions that leads to
a production or outcome.

Definition 1. (Creative Process) A process p is any sequence of actions
(a1..an) that lead to a production or outcome.

This very broad definition may encompass rather many potential
creative processes, so instead of staying abstract, I introduce a novel
simple productive thinking task. The task instructions are:

Create a delicious, creative ice cream combination that you
could enjoy in a cone.

I call this task the Ice Cream Imagination Task (ICIT). This imagi-
nary task will provide some more concrete examples for the remain-
der of this chapter and thesis. When performing it, participants will
likely express their actions as flavors or scoops, see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Example of a process emerging in the ICIT, comprised of three
actions (scoops).

Following the standard definition of creativity, I map the novelty
construct to processes by formally defining the previously mentioned
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differentness, for which I use the special element-level Levenshtein dis-
tance metric. This metric can be calculated as if calculating string
distances but is now redefined as a function that works on processes.

Process differentness is defined on process pairs, see Figure 2. For
example, the ICIT processes p1 = (Chocolate, Vanilla, Pecan) and p2

= (Chocolate, Vanilla, Lemon) have a distance of 1, and the processes
p3 = (Lemon, Lemon, Lemon) and p4 = (Lemon) have a distance of 2.

Definition 2. (Differentness of Process Pairs) Given two processes p1 and
p2, their differentness p∆(p1,p2) is the action-level Levenshtein Distance
of processess p1 and p2 so that p∆(p1,p2) = levp(p1,p2).

Figure 2: A distance calculation for two simple processes.

Once persons (i. e., study participants) generate some list of pro-
cesses P, such as a few ideas for ice cream flavor combinations, each
person’s average process differentness can be evaluated by determin-
ing the pairwise action-level distances of all processes generated by
that person. Then, the arithmetic mean of those distances is calcu-
lated. The resulting scores equal the average process differentness of
all process pairs generated per person, see Figure 3.

Figure 3: A pairwise distance calculation for 5 processes.
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Definition 3. (Average Process Differentness) Given a list of processes P

that has a length of N, the average process differentness P∆(P) is the average
differentness of all process pairs in P so that

P∆(P) =

∑
1⩽i<j<n

levp(P[i],P[j])

N(N− 1)/2

A high average differentness may indicate that creative behavior
was observed, though any validity of such an observation is of course
dependent on the underlying task and action measurements. In the
context of creating a construct for measuring creativity based on its
basic definition, a measure of success is still needed; so far, the av-
erage process differentness P∆(P) is only a measure for "average
novelty". A way to differentiate processes that were effective from
those that were not effective is needed in order to capture creativity’s
"success" criterion. I do this by introducing such a success parameter,
which must be defined within the space in which the processes are
performed. While differentness as defined here is an objective metric,
the definition of success depends on its context, for which domain
expertise is needed. An in-depth discussion on designing problem-,
action-, and solution spaces for real-life studies can be found in Chap-
ter 6.

When conducting the ICIT, scoop flavor combinations may be con-
sidered successful if the resulting ice cream cone is fully consumed
by its recipient, but it could also be considered successful if it ends
up fitting a specific color scheme when melted, if it can be sold for
more money than it cost to make, or if it is judged delicious by three
expert raters. An effectiveness definition needs the knowledge of do-
main experts, without which valid results cannot be obtained. After
effectiveness is defined within the context, the average process differ-
entness of all effective (i.e., successful) processes of a person or group
of persons can be calculated. I introduce this measure as the C-Score.

3.4 the c-score

The previous sections laid the foundation for the definition of the C-
Score. The C-Score is the average process differentness of all effective
processes within a list of processes. It operationalizes effectiveness
by only considering effective processes out of a list of processes, and
novelty by calculating the average process differentness within that
list. Its bipartite definition mirrors the bipartite creativity definition
of effectiveness plus novelty.

Definition 4. (C-Score) Given a list of effective processes Pe ∈ P the C-
Score is the average process differentness in Pe so that C−Score = P∆(Pe).

The C-Score’s operationalization of effectiveness is binary: A pro-
cess is either successful or not. No degrees of success exist or are
considered, which is why it is important to clearly define what suc-
cess means in different contexts. Its operationalization of novelty is
not binary: It is expressed as a continuous variable similar to metrics
from other established creativity tests (see Chapter 2 and Section 3.1).
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3.5 representing creative behavior in data

With these definitions in place, a data structure is needed that can
represent the actions multiple people are performing toward goals.
This data structure must be able to record for each action four things:
1) a way to distinguish who performed the action, 2) a way to record
within which process the action was performed, 3) what type of ac-
tion was performed, and 4) when the action was performed. Thus, I
define actions in the context of the creative process as tuples of, at
least, the following four attributes:

• person id. Identifier for the person (i.e., participant) that in-
duced the event.

• process id. Identifier for the process to which the action belongs.

• action. Name or type of action.

• order. Counting variable (such as a timestamp) that records
when the action took place.

Actions and events are conceptually the same thing considered
from different perspectives, and a record of many of such actions
will be equivalent in structure to typical event logs, such as event
logs used in process management or software profiling.

Definition 5. (Event) An event e is a record of some occurrence, represented
as a tuple of event attributes (person id, process id, action, order, . . . ), with
. . . representing any number of optional meta-attributes.

Definition 6. (Event Log) An event log is a data log L which records events
e1..en.

Event logs are records of occurrences that let us reconstruct the
(creative) processes that have been performed at some point. They
are valuable tools in many different areas of information technol-
ogy and information systems. Though the specific format of event
logs can be as varied as their use cases, generally all event logs will
contain some event names and the time of event occurrence. Then,
depending on their purpose, event logs will have additional informa-
tion such as who is responsible for an event and some context during
which the event occurred. The definition presented here is closely
aligned with event log definitions from the business processes and
process mining fields, which record at least process id, action, and
order, though there they are generally named case id, activity, and
timestamp, respectively [1]. Most of the time, a person id (resource in
business processes) is recorded as well, which means that most busi-
ness process event logs could be analyzed for process differentness
as described in the previous chapter. However, generating not just
average process differentness, but a C-Score (i.e., average effective pro-
cesses differentness) would require defining which, if any, business
traces and activities represent creative behaviors. This would have to
be determined through creative space definitions within the action
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space of the business process, but could theoretically be done on any
such event log. Event logs are the data input for the algorithm calcu-
lating the C-Score, the Delta algorithm.

3.6 the delta algorithm

Delta is a novel algorithm for creativity scoring in behavioral data.
Based on an event log that contains information about people’s cre-
ative (or not creative) processes, Delta will generate the average differ-
entness of the processes generated by a person or group of persons
(see also Section 3.3). Delta does not encompass the filtering for ef-
fective processes, which means depending on the input event log, its
output is either the average process differentness in the case of an
unfiltered list of all processes or the C-Score in the case of a filtered
list of all successful (i.e., effective) processes.

Holistically, Delta splits an event log by participant, then calculates
each participant’s average process distance, i.e., the average different-
ness of each participant’s processes.
Input: Any event log L of events recording at least person id, process
id, event name (action), and some ordering.
Output: A table that shows for each distinct person id a number ∈ R,
showing their average process differentness.

Listing 1: Delta algorithm

1 Input: Event Log L = Table(PersonID, ProcessID, EventName, Oder)

OUT = Table(PersonID, AverageDifferentness)

ParticipantEvents = split L by PersonID

For Events in ParticipantEvents:

6 Processes = extract processes from Events by ProcessID and

Order

N = Number of Processes

Distances = Empty array

While 1 \leq i < j < N:

Distances[i] = lev\_p(Processes[i], Processes[j])

11 TotalDistances = Sum of Distances

AverageDistance = TotalDistance / (N(N - 1) / 2)

Row = Current PersonId, AverageDistance

Add Row to OUT

Return OUT

In Chapter 5, an implementation of Delta will be elucidated, and
extensions to it are described. One such extension is the filtering of
processes for effective processes (thereby enabling C-Score calcula-
tions), which will complete the mapping of the previous definitions
to a real-world implementation.
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A L G O R I T H M S F O R C R E AT I V I T Y M E A S U R E S I N
B E H AV I O R A L D ATA

This chapter details ways to reason algorithmically about different
creative constructs in the context of recorded creative processes as
defined in Chapter 3. The C-Score itself was designed to encompass
the two specific aspects of the standard definition of creativity, as
discussed in Section 3.2. But there are many other constructs that aim
to capture facets of the creative space, most of them being measured
on productions (i.e., not on processes). This chapter will outline how
these constructs may be measured in process data.

4.1 creativity : c-score

The average effective differentness maps to the standard definition of
creativity. The C-Score is explained and defined in Chapter 3 and is
included in this chapter for the sake of getting a more comprehensive
picture.

4.2 novelty : "d-score"

Average process differentness is the main outcome of the Delta algo-
rithm, as defined in Section 3.6. As opposed to the C-Score, it lacks a
"success" component in its definition, which is another way of saying
that it strongly maps to novelty: Participants that have many novel -
successful or unsuccessful - ideas, can be expected to try many differ-
ent strategies in a given situation, which would be reflected in a high
D-Score.

4.3 fluency : number of successful processes

Fluency is the construct of quantity. It is probably the only such con-
struct that one could natively automate for the productions of classic
language-based productive thinking tests, such as the AUT. A simple
version of such a fluency algorithm would count all answers a partic-
ipant has given and from that correctly get the participant’s fluency
score. The only thing one may miss from that algorithm is a valida-
tion step that checks all answers for joke answers or random words
and letters - which suddenly makes the automation non-trivial. Be-
fore describing a process-based pendant to this algorithm it may be
reiterated here, that "success" in this context does not equal creativity
but the successful completion of a process. Automating fluency scores
on well-defined processes does not have a randomness problem, as
long as an effectiveness measure exists: As the success of processes is
defined by the task, it can be constructed to have randomness resis-
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tance. That is, random behavior will not result in high fluency scores
because it can be filtered out by the success definition.

4.4 elaboration : process length

Elaboration is a construct that does not consider the idea itself, but
the detail in which the idea is presented. Two identical ice cream
combinations from a conversational version of the ICIT may have
entirely different elaboration scores, depending on how participants
may describe their creations. For example, "Chocolate-chip vanilla."
and "chocolate-chip would taste really good with vanilla and also
give you a little crunch!". In language-based creativity assessments,
elaboration is most often simply the number of words used to con-
vey an idea. Then, mapping words of an idea to actions of a process
comes naturally: By considering not failure or success, nor process
differentness, but instead process length as the process-based metric
for elaboration. Note, that process length could be expressed in mul-
tiple ways, such as the average process length, or maximum process
length. Currently, C-Tracer computes both.

4.5 variety : number of distinct actions taken

The variety measure explains the breadth of explored space within a
domain, and was used as a metric in the process analysis concept of
Shah et al., see Section 2.5. It could be seen as a process-compatible
version of flexibility. Flexibility expresses across how many topic do-
mains answers given by a participant are spread. Is an often-used
metric in production-based creativity tests, but it may be a bad fit
for process-based creativity, as a process will generally be within a
domain already. Instead, variety measures the amount of different ele-
ments used to solve problems within the domain. That makes it easy
to compute: For the Ice Cream Imagination Task, it would simply be
the number of different flavors used by each participant during cone
ideation.

4.6 originality : context-aware process differentness

Originality is a metric that, unlike the other "traditional" creativity
metrics, requires context to be evaluated correctly. Expert raters of
originality regard the entire response body as well as the study pop-
ulation to generate their scores. One approach that attempts to make
this measure more objective is rarity analysis, which needs to count
distinct responses of all participants as well as those responses’ fre-
quencies. Another such approach uses semantic distance, which re-
quires some corpus in which distances have been defined. Both of
these approaches can technically be automated, with a trivial algo-
rithm for rarity analysis, or more sophisticated algorithms for seman-
tic distance analysis, see Beaty et al. [8]. Neither approach solves the
problem of response body and study population biases.
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For example, using a brick as a meat tenderizer could be considered
rather original when asking school children for uncommon uses, but
less original when asking cooks or butchers, as the latter group may
have familiarity with the conceptual space of treating meat. In other
words, the originality of any creative product has little meaning with-
out consideration of the population. This means, to compute some
originality score, the whole response body (e.g., all answers given
by the queried population of study participants) may be needed as
context to be regarded by an automated algorithm.

Regarding process-based data, such a context consideration may
be possible by using elements already introduced in this thesis. Two
such algorithms are outlined below.

Context-Aware Process Originality 1

This is a two-step algorithm: First, compute the average process for
each participant, so that each participant gets assigned one action se-
quence that reflects their behavior the best. This could be done by
calculating process distances for all a participant’s processes and tak-
ing the process with the lowest distance to all their other processes, or
by using the mode of actions for each possible action index. An exam-
ple for the latter: The three processes P1 = (Vanilla, Chocolate), P2 =
(Vanilla, Chocolate, Chocolate), and P3 = (Chocolate, Vanilla) would
result in an "average" (mode) process Pmode = (Vanilla, Chocolate),
as index 1 of the processes was assigned vanilla twice and chocolate
once, index 2 was chocolate twice and vanilla once, and index 3 was
empty twice, and chocolate once. After an average process has been
assigned to each participant, the average process distance to all other
participants’ average processes can be computed. Intuitively, this ap-
proach would compare how original each participant’s most common
strategy was compared to the population.

Context-Aware Process Originality 2

This version of the algorithm is simpler but computationally much
more intensive. Instead of just calculating average successful process
distances within the processes of each participant, compare all of each
participant’s processes to all other processes of all other participants.
The runtime of this approach would increase multiplicatively by the
number of study participants, which in the real-world study of im-
mune defense on more than 100 participants (see Chapter 6) would
take up to ten hours on a simple web server. It may however provide
much more nuanced originality scores than its counterpart above.
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C - T R A C E R

C-Tracer is a process analysis tool that implements the Delta Algo-
rithm and extends it to perform various process analyses on event
logs generated from human behavior. It extends the landscape of cre-
ativity analysis methods with automatic and fast process-based as-
sessments of creative behavior. By providing an interface that allows
the configuration of Delta without writing code or manually execut-
ing scripts, creativity experts with little scripting or programming
knowledge may make use of the Delta algorithm and C-Tracer’s ad-
ditional measures. Given an event log, C-Tracer calculates for each
participant recorded 1) the C-Score as defined in Section 3.3; 2) the
D-Score, a value for the average process distance of all processes; 3)
process fluency, the total number of effective processes; 4) process
elaboration, the average and longest process lengths; and 5) the total
number of actions (see Chapter 4).

5.1 requirements

Holistically, the functional requirements for C-Tracer are:

1. Calculate various creativity-related measures on process-based
behavior data.

2. Validate scores from 1. with an auxiliary data source.

3. Be data source agnostic. I. e., it should work on data from many
different kinds of processes.

4. Preserve the privacy and confidentiality of participants.

On 1: The theoretical background on this requirement is discussed in
Section 3.3. This requirement led to the creation of C-Tracer’s algo-
rithmic core, the Delta algorithm, and is discussed in-depth in Sec-
tion 3.6.
On 2: Many data sources could theoretically be used as input for C-
Tracer and get mathematically correct results. Whether these results
have any relevance regarding the measurement of creativity depends
on data definitions as well as data and construct validation. To aid
in the data validation process, C-Tracer should provide not only gen-
erate scores, but help researchers validate these scores with auxiliary
data. This is a soft requirement, as data validation processes are sup-
ported by other software as well. However, the existence of the data
validation step has an inherent value: It communicates with the user
that C-Tracer’s results are only meaningful when used correctly (i. e.,
when they are validated).
On 3: Data source agnosticism is needed in order for C-Tracer to work
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with, theoretically, any process data. In practice, this means that C-
Tracer does not depend on specific keywords, data sizes, or data do-
mains. Instead, a well-defined data format is needed to which data
sources can be made to fit. This data format is discussed in Section 3.3
and is the only input format for C-Tracer. Many data sources can be
transformed into such a format. Some of those transformations are
shown in Chapter 6, as well as guidelines for creating new creativity
tests intended to be used with C-Tracer.
On 4: Data privacy (i.e., that data cannot be accessed by secondary
parties) and confidentiality (i.e., that no identification of persons is
possible from the data) should, ideally, not be part of these functional
requirements, as they depend on the actual data being used. With
correctly anonymized data, even a hypothetical data leak would not
infringe on the privacy of any person whose behavior is recorded in
the data. Since not every user of C-Tracer will have the expertise to
anonymize data or be able to accurately assess when not only privacy
but also confidentiality is being infringed upon, C-Tracer should han-
dle only ephemeral data and never record any data itself.
Conceptually, these four functional requirements could be fulfilled by
a local script that takes data sources and a configuration file or string
as input and then outputs creativity scores as well as optional valida-
tion data. However, there are additional needs regarding accessibility
and usability, leading to the following non-functional requirements:

5. Usable by people with no programming background.

6. Easily accessible.

7. As fast as possible.

On 5: An early user test that focused on usability and accessibility
showed that users without explicit knowledge of executing script-
level applications struggled to execute early versions of C-Tracer,
which at the time had been built as a command-line tool. User feed-
back mentioned the lack of UI elements as problematic, to the point
of being unable to execute C-Tracer at all. Meant to be a tool for
creativity researchers who may not be used to software without a UI,
a non-functional requirement of C-Tracer is its presentation and how
its underlying concepts are communicated to users.
On 6: C-Tracer should be easily accessible and have no or a limited in-
stallation process so that the hurdle to use it is decreased and its ease
of use is increased. One way of achieving this is making C-Tracer
browser-based since browser-based apps are accessible from most
computing platforms and require no installation.
On 7: C-Tracer should be as fast as possible so as to make it as re-
sponsive as possible and create the possibility for rapid testing and
analysis turnarounds.

5.2 development

C-Tracer was developed using iterative needs-based development,
diverse and rough prototyping, rapid testing, and interdisciplinary
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team collaboration. Thus, some of its parts that are discussed in this
and later chapters may not have existed at times during development
and while C-Tracer was already in use. One such example is the num-
ber of measures that C-Tracer calculates now, whereas it calculated
only the C-Score during early development. In part, this development
occurred semi-concurrently with the video game “Immune Defense”
[36], which is designed to record in-game events and output cohe-
sive event logs (cf. Section 6.5). Immune Defense provided valuable
learnings. Most notably, it provided a realistic upper limit for data
complexity, which means its data was regularly used for testing new
features. Many of the features C-Tracer has now, were inspired by the
data provided by Immune Defense, as it was used across the studies
described in Chapter 6. Once C-Tracer was in a robust state (i.e., fully
data-agnostic and with a usable UI), it found use in other projects,
such as text-, and divergent thinking-based data records. The use
of C-Tracer for these different data sources is detailed in Chapter 6.
While it was in use, incremental changes to its functionality, as well
as improvements to its run-time were continuously made.

5.3 architecture

To make the Delta algorithm accessible to end users without knowl-
edge of executing scripts, its configuration needs to be easily achiev-
able through a user interface. Conceptually, this means C-Tracer’s
functionality is as follows: Take a valid comma-separated values
(CSV) file as input (see Section 3.3), and then allow users to adjust
relevant configuration parameters needed for executing Delta and C-
Tracer’s other analyses. After the analysis is complete, show a result
table to the user, which can optionally be downloaded. Then, allow
the upload of a secondary validation CSV file, and quickly produce
a second table with a statistical analysis of the relationship between
C-Tracer’s creativity measures and the measures contained in the
secondary validation file.

Figure 4 shows conceptual interactions between user, UI, and
server. From a user perspective, using C-Tracer is a three-step inter-
action: 1) Upload a CSV file, 2) configure parameters, and 3) start the
analysis. Optionally, a fourth step, downloading the result, can be
performed.

During typical usage, C-Tracer and users traverse six logical states,
see Figure 5: C-Tracer starts in a ready state which only allows the
uploading of a CSV file. Once a CSV file has been uploaded, C-Tracer
changes states and allows the user to configure all additional pa-
rameters needed for execution. This mainly means mapping column
names to their function (e.g., selecting the "participant" column as
the column which contains the participants’ IDs) and selecting which
analyses C-Tracer should perform. Next, C-Tracer enters a "running"
state, during which a loading bar is shown to the user, showing which
participants and process pairs are currently being evaluated. After
completion, C-Tracer enters the "results" state, in which a results table
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Figure 4: Interaction between user, UI, and server of C-Tracer

is shown. Users can download this table, re-configure and re-execute
the analysis, or upload a different CSV file from this state. Two addi-
tional states are traversed should the user want to validate the analy-
sis results with a auxiliary CSV file: The first allows configuration of
the new file, the second visualizes correlations in a long-format table.

5.4 extensions to the delta algorithm

Most event-based data, should it be in a format that is incompatible
with Delta, can easily be preprocessed to make it compatible. During
development, some common log characteristics that needed such pre-
processing crystallized:
1) Event logs can contain either both effective and non-effective pro-
cesses or only effective processes. This means one of two things, re-
spectively: If all processes are already filtered to be effective, the Delta
algorithm will natively calculate the processes’ C-Score. Otherwise, if
not all processes in the event log are effective, the removal of all non-
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Figure 5: Conceptual states of C-Tracer during typical use.

effective processes would be necessary in order for Delta to produce
the C-Score. Both types of event logs are common, so users may need
to be able to configure C-Tracer to work with either type. Therefore,
functionality to filter unsuccessful processes was added to C-Tracer
as a preprocessing step.
2) Depending on the way participants whose actions are recorded in
an event log are allowed to explore an action space, multiple pro-
cesses might be related and lead to solving one singular problem. In
the recurring example of the ICIT (i. e., creatively combining ice cream
flavors), a participant might start to make two ice cream cones and
then decide that both cones should be combined to create an even
better ice cream creation. Logically, even though each cone might
originally be expressed as a single process, later they turn out to be
parts of the same process. In the Immune Defense game, processes
are often connected in this way and may build "trees" of connected
processes, which result in a single logical process, see Figure 6. In
event logs, this might be represented by using an extra attribute field
that refers to another process relating to the current process. Enabling
the analysis of such process combinations by combining processes be-
fore performing the Delta algorithm has been of value in analyzing
the more complicated event logs created by software such as the Im-
mune Defense game. Therefore, C-Tracer natively combines related
processes if provided with the data field which contains these "con-
nected process IDs".

One test domain in which this type of process joining might occur
frequently is games in which the exploration of the action space is
often accompanied by the combination of different strategies. Each
of these strategies may originally be recorded by the game as a sin-
gle process since it can’t predict an eventual combination of these
processes.

5.5 fulfilling c-tracer’s requirements with r and shiny

C-Tracer was designed as a web app to increase its reach and ease
of access beyond a simple executable file or script. Early prototypes
used an R-Server backend with a Flutter Web front end. Though R
remained the language for the implementation of C-Tracer, the front
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Figure 6: Example of a "process tree" from the Immune Defense game.

end was soon implemented as a shiny application 1. Shiny is an R
package that can build reactive web-based UIs for R code, and it
has particular value because of its related cloud service, shinyapps.io
2, which allowed for quick deployment of C-Tracer updates that
could be tested by others. Shiny uses a declarative programming
style to define how a front end should look. Like the well-known Re-
act framework or Facebook’s Flux, it effectively hides the controller
from the programmer and thus separates itself from the more tra-
ditional Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern approaches. Unlike
such a typical MVC implementation, it has a one-way data binding
between the model and the view. From a programmatic perspective,
this makes exposing algorithmic results to a user very easy. When
the user is happy with their C-tracer configuration, its results are cal-
culated and automatically shown. C-Tracer’s user workflow mirrors
the one-way data-binding paradigm of Shiny. From the upload of
the unprocessed data to the eventual download of C-Tracer’s results:
Steps that can be taken are linear and one-way.

Creating a simple yet responsive UI/UX for users

C-Tracer is conceptually a state-based application, where the three
main states, “Configuration”, “Calculation”, and “Outcome Analy-
sis”, are logically simple: There are no unexpected dependencies be-
tween the states, the states follow each other, and each state is fully
dependent on its previous state (unless it’s the initial state). Addi-
tionally, as long as the configuration and data are valid, there are
no side effects that can disrupt future states. "Under the hood", C-
Tracer needs users to perform configuration steps, upload and pre-
process data and execute the algorithm. A faulty configuration or bad
data are the main ways C-Tracer can fail to produce valuable results,
which means the UI should ideally only expose “correct” (i.e., logi-

1 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/shiny/index.html
2 https://www.shinyapps.io/
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cal) actions to a user. There is somewhat of an assumption that any
user of C-Tracer has expertise in definitions and semantics of the cre-
ative process as well as the data that can represent creative processes.
However, user tests have shown that the specifics of C-Tracer, the
Delta algorithm, and the other creativity measures were being treated
more as a black box when being used. Together with C-Tracer’s run-
time, which depending on the data ranges from less than a second to
theoretically hours, a focus of C-Tracer is using Shiny’s reactivity to
provide users with logical user experience (UX) constraints as well as
visualizations of what is currently C-Tracer’s focus.

5.6 an any-element levenshtein distance implementa-
tion

The Delta algorithm depends on a distance function that can take two
processes as input to generate the action-level distance between the
processes as an output, see Chapter 3. This section will describe an
implementation of this any-element Levenshtein algorithm. R has an
extensive library (i. e., package) support for string comparison, but no
existing package offers a Levenshtein-like algorithm on a word level
or list-element level. Thus, a custom function was written that would
output any-element distances for any given list pair. That is, instead
of comparing characters of a string for equality, it tests elements of a
list for equality. To test the implementation, the dataset from the first
Immune Defense study was used (see Section 6.5). This dataset has
15445 observations created by 17 participants that played the Immune
Defense game for 5 minutes. Most processes in the dataset have a
length of 5 to 20 actions, with very few processes being much longer,
with up to 130 actions. The dataset proved a useful benchmarking
tool: It provided a large enough amount of simple distance calcula-
tions to evaluate time constraints of space allocation, function calls,
and other programming decisions, as well as some process distances
long enough to likely represent the upper end of complexity that
the any-element Levenshtein algorithm could be expected to be used
for. This assumption seems to be confirmed so far; all other datasets
tested with C-Tracer at the time of this writing have had far fewer
observations, far fewer process comparisons, and much shorter pro-
cesses than those generated by Immune Defense. In total, evaluating
the Immune Defense dataset would lead to the pairwise comparison
of 123.211 process pairs.

Listing 2 shows the naive R implementation of the element-level
Levenshtein function.
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Listing 2: Naïve any-element Levenshtein distance implementation

levenshtein <- function(list1, list2, len1=NULL, len2=NULL,

offset1 = 0, offset2 = 0) {

if (is.null(len1)) len1 <- length(list1)

if (is.null(len2)) len2 <- length(list2)

if (len1 == 0) return(len2)

5 if (len2 == 0) return(len1)

cost <- 0

if (list1[[offset1 + 1]] != list2[[offset2 + 1]]) cost <- 1

dist <- min(

levenshtein(list1, list2, len1 - 1, len2, offset1 + 1, offset2) +

1,

10 levenshtein(list1, list2, len1, len2 - 1, offset1, offset2 + 1) +

1,

levenshtein(list1, list2, len1 - 1, len2 - 1, offset1 + 1,

offset2 + 1) + cost)

return(dist)

}

It outputs element-level Levenshtein distances for any two lists,
which in practice means any two processes. This version is unopti-
mized, specifically in the context of being used in native R, which
does not optimize tail-recursive functions. Since this function is tail
recursive, it is both slow and unable to take on inputs of larger sizes:
With its three recursive function calls and the potential for zero match-
ing elements (the worst case for Levenshtein distance runtime), the
call tree of this implementation has θ(3min(m,n)) nodes for a single
process pair, where m and n are the two process lengths, respectively.
It is not surprising that this exponential runtime did not perform
well in the Immune Defense dataset. Up to the point of this writing,
it would still have sufficed for all datasets that were not generated
by Immune Defense because those other datasets used with C-Tracer
generated process lengths of generally under 10. 310 (i.e., maximally
59049) recursive calls are quick on any modern processor. This func-
tion’s runtime for the Immune Defense dataset is difficult to know
exactly, as it had to be extrapolated from observed partial execution.
After 15 hours, only the first approx. 4000 (of 123211) process pairs
had been evaluated. Note that most of those belonged to a partici-
pant with very low average process lengths, and a further non-linear
time increase of the algorithm for the longer process pairs of later
participants could be expected. In benchmarks of later algorithm it-
erations, some of the more complex process pair calculations would
take as long as the first 4000 process pairs combined, which means
the potential runtime for this naïve implementation could have taken
longer than a year just to evaluate a dataset of 17 participants.

The unoptimized Levenshtein function was soon replaced by a
memoized version, see Listing 3.
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Listing 3: Memoized any-element Levenshtein distance implementation

levenshtein <- local({

2 memo <- list()

function(list1, list2, len1 = NULL, len2 = NULL, offset1 = 0,

offset2 = 0) {

if (is.null(len1)) len1 <- length(list1)

if (is.null(len2)) len2 <- length(list2)

7 key <- paste(c(

toString(offset1),

toString(len1),

toString(offset2),

toString(len2)),

12 collapse = ",")

if (!is.null(memo[[key]])) return(memo[[key]])

if (len1 == 0) return(len2)

if (len2 == 0) return(len1)

17 cost <- 0

if (list1[[offset1 + 1]] != list2[[offset2 + 1]]) cost <- 1

dist <- min(

levenshtein(list1, list2, len1 - 1, len2, offset1 + 1,

offset2) + 1,

levenshtein(list1, list2, len1, len2 - 1, offset1, offset2

+ 1) + 1,

22 levenshtein(list1, list2, len1 - 1, len2 - 1, offset1 + 1,

offset2 + 1) + cost

)

memo[key] <<- dist

return(dist)

}})

Adding memoization eliminates having to evaluate sub-problems
that have already been solved by previous iterations. The time com-
plexity of evaluating two processes, while still not trivial, is reduced
to O(m ∗ n) where the upper bound is given by the complexity of
calculating the distance for two processes that share no common ac-
tion, and every suffix of process m is compared to every suffix of
process n. The trade-off for this is the added space requirement of
O(m ∗ n), where the bound is given by the space required to memo-
ize the results of all distance calculations of two processes that share
no common action, meaning that all suffixes of both words are also
memoized.

In benchmarks, the added space complexity had no tangible effect
on the otherwise improved runtime. Every key-value pair costs about
100 Byte in memory, which means the memoization variable grew
to around 1 MB (100B * m * n = 100B * 100 * 100) for the longest
process pairs in the Immune Defense dataset. The runtime of the
memoized version of the algorithm was unsurprisingly faster than
the non-memoized version, but surprisingly not as much as expected.
At around 15-17 hours for the evaluation of the 123211 process pairs
of the Immune Defense dataset, the runtime was slower than what
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was hoped for. Notably, this function was as quick as expected for
any single process-pair comparison: The most complicated process
pair in the Immune Defense dataset took around one second to eval-
uate. However, when repeated multiple times, the function became
slower: The same process pair took minutes to solve when called as
part of the repeated comparisons made in a loop, which pointed to-
wards some other slowing side effect in the implementation. This
behavior was not only unexpected but also difficult to pinpoint, as
it only occurred during the "real-life" runtime of the whole C-Tracer
application, never when benchmarking the any-element Levenshtein
function manually, where it remained quick. A deeper exploration of
the R-language was needed to understand why the function slowed
down - seemingly only when nobody was looking.

R Internals: Call-by-Value, Environments, Reference Counting, Garbage
Collection

Consider the code in Listing 4.

Listing 4: A memoization example

my_memoized_func <- local({

memo <- list()

3 function(input) {

result <- ### Some Calculation

memo[input] <<- result

memo_recursive(input - 1)

}

8 })

for (i in 1:100) {

memo_recursive(i)

}

The function and recursion shown in Listing 4 are an abstracted
and condensed version of the memoized any-element Levenshtein
function and how it is called within a loop. Its purpose is to illustrate
the behavior of the variable memo. First, memo is bound (i. e., initialized)
outside of the function call. Then, the function performs some calcu-
lations, memoizes the calculation result, and calls itself recursively.

The memo variable will, unexpectedly to some, already be bound
before my_memoized_func() is ever called. The variable has a binding,
even though the function in which it is expected to be bound has
never been executed. Additionally, when calling my_memoized_func()

multiple times in a loop, the memo variable persists across all calls. It
grows across the function’s repeated calls as opposed to being bound
(and subsequently unbound and garbage collected) every time my_

memoized_func() is called. Depending on the use case, this behavior
could indeed be preferable. For example, a repeated call to a memo-
ized version of Fibonacci that memoizes across function calls would
result in a much faster total execution time than just memoizing
within each separate call. But for the use case of Delta, this behavior
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has two problems: First, the keys used to populate the memo variable
are generated from current offsets and suffix lengths, which means
key-result pairs are not the same for different list (i.e., process) in-
puts. Second, the memo variable is growing far beyond the expected
size of O(m ∗ n) to a size of O((m ∗ n) ∗ k(k − 1)/2 where k is the
number of processes. This is causing the slow speed of that Delta ver-
sion and shows why the single benchmarking tests remained quick:
k was low.

Why is memo not ephemeral like all other variables in the function?
Understanding this behavior requires knowledge of how the R lan-

guage passes objects to functions, how R environments relate to ob-
jects and functions (i.e., function objects), and when R’s garbage col-
lector removes objects from memory.

Environments

Environments are R’s scoping mechanism. They function like named
lists with some additional constraints: Every environment has a par-
ent environment, elements in an environment must have unique
names and are unordered, and environments never get copied when
modified. Unlike most other objects in R, environments in R follow
the call-by-reference paradigm, so they are never passed to some
other function or environment. Instead, a reference to the environ-
ment is passed implicitly. Environments also bind other environ-
ments, which can be done explicitly

env2 <- new.env(),

parent.env(env2)

# <environment: R_GlobalEnv>

or implicitly, for example by executing a function, which binds an
ephemeral execution environment to the calling environment until
the function terminates. When an environment is created, objects can
be bound to it (i. e., objects are added to the list that is the environ-
ment).

env2$obj <- "in env2"

where(obj)

# <environment: env2>

The most intricate - but implicit - environment-related behavior is
that of function objects (i. e., "functions"). Function objects are inter-
acting with four different environments:

1) The binding environment is where the function’s name is bound.
It’s where you "find" the function.

my_fun <- function() obj

where(my_fun)

# <environment: R_GlobalEnv>

2) The enclosing environment is where the function exists. This is typi-
cally the same as the binding environment, but a function can exist in
an enclosing environment - with the enclosing environment’s objects
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- and be bound to another environment, the binding environment,
where the function’s name is found.

environment(my_fun) <- env2

identical(environment(my_fun), env2)

# TRUE

where("my_fun")

# <environment: R_GlobalEnv>

obj <- "in global"

my_fun()

# "in env2"

In the above example, my_fun() is bound to the global environment.
This means it can be called from the global environment. But its
enclosing environment has been changed to env2, which means it is
being executed in the enclosing environment.

3) The execution environment (also called local environment) is the
ephemeral environment of the function’s arguments and operations
while the function is running.

my_fun <- function() print(obj <- "in exec")

my_fun()

# "in exec"

obj

# "in global"

4) The calling environment (also called parent frame) is the environ-
ment from which the function is called.

env2$my_fun <- function() parent.frame()

env2$my_fun()

# <environment: R_GlobalEnv>

In the above example, my_fun() gets bound to env2 and will also be
enclosed by env2, but it is called from the global environment.

While a function is executing, it looks for named objects first in its
execution environment, then in its enclosing environment. For func-
tion arguments, R considers only the calling environment.

Reference Counting and Garbage Collection

Objects in R have a reference counter, which counts how many other
objects they are referenced by. Environments are objects which are
bound to another environment when they are created, so they are
each at least referenced once by their enclosing environment. In the
same manner, objects currently bound (referenced) by an environ-
ment are referenced by at least one object: Their binding environment.
An object’s reference count can become zero when its environment is
removed normally (e. g., it’s an execution environment and the exe-
cution is finished), or when its references are explicitly removed.

rm(obj)

obj

# Error: object ’obj’ not found
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When an object’s reference counter becomes zero, it can be collected
by the garbage collector. For example, x <-1; rm(x) initializes the ob-
ject x by assigning 1 to it, then removes all references to x. After, the
garbage collector will free the memory address and allocated space
of x. Consider initializing x in some environment, such as a function
environment my_fun<-function()x<-1 where x is assigned 1 in the ex-
ecution environment of my_fun. Its reference counter becomes 1 while
my_fun is executing, then 0 after my_fun has terminated and the execu-
tion environment has stopped existing.

Memoization and Implicit Variable Bindings

The environments’ call-by-reference semantics are the exceptions for
R objects, as they mostly follow the call-by-value paradigm instead.
In this regard, R is maximally lazy and often operates on promises
until an object is explicitly needed. Whenever an object (such as a
memoization variable) is passed as a parameter to a function, it is
passed as a promise until it is needed: The value of the object can
be read within the function’s execution environment this way as if
the object had been passed by reference. Exactly when the object is
modified within the execution environment, it is copied to that en-
vironment, the promise is fulfilled, and the reference to the original
object is discarded. In the case of the memoization variable, which is
modified whenever a new input is calculated by its function, the vari-
able gets copied on every function call. Clearly, this is not intended,
which is why memoization in R is generally achieved by creating
a factory function: The local keyword used in the memoized ver-
sion of the Levenshtein implementation helps R to avoid copying the
memoization variable on every recursive function call. It is creating
a single non-ephemeral enclosing environment for all future execu-
tion environments. This enclosing environment is different from the
calling environment and accessible from the function’s execution en-
vironment. Without this, the function’s enclosing and calling environ-
ments would be the same, and the memoization variable would have
to be maintained outside of its own function. Once the memoization
variable is bound to the function’s enclosing environment, the "super
assignment operator" <<- is used to grow the variable in that envi-
ronment as opposed to having it be copied to every new execution
environment of every recursive call.

With the specifics of environments, function environments, refer-
ence counting, and garbage collection in place, a single detail ex-
plains why the memoized implementation as shown in Listing 3 be-
comes slower when used repeatedly: All functions keep a reference to
their enclosing environment. Thus, the enclosing environment which
contains the memo variable and was intended to be ephemeral, binds
the function on line 3, but is also bound in turn by that function. The
enclosing environment, even though it is an execution environment, is
not ephemeral because it binds and encloses a function. The memoiza-
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tion variable will never lose its binding: It will persist across function
calls to lev().

Figure 7: Environments and bindings for a memoized function in R

In the end, the memo variable is bound by the local environment.
local and the functions defined in it have a mutual binding, which
means neither will ever be garbage collected as their reference counter
is at least 1, see Figure 7. Because the local environment will never be
garbage collected and memo is bound by it, memo will never be garbage
collected. Because memo will never be garbage collected, it persists
across any calls to lev(). And, finally, because memo persists across
calls to lev(), it grows forever and slows lev() during real-life execu-
tion.

Calling the enclosing environment of the custom Levenshtein func-
tion during runtime shows this behavior: The enclosing environment
exists immediately after creating the function, but remains different
from the binding and execution environments. Even though memo was
created in the function’s enclosing environment to prevent having to
maintain it from the binding and calling environment, it has to be
maintained (manually) from there after all. In this case, this means
explicitly resetting it within the enclosing environment after every
call to lev() by assigning an empty list to it.

assign("memo", list(), envir = environment(lev))

This stops it from growing infinitely and reduces the total evaluation
time of the Immune Defense dataset from 15-17 hours to around 17

minutes.
After this journey through R internals, readers may find themselves

saddened that a different approach to decrease runtime was ulti-
mately developed and used, as even the improved runtime remained
too slow for a larger study conducted later in the development pro-
cess. This approach is elaborated on in the following section.

5.7 problem reduction : any-element lists to words

Originally not a necessity because the existing datasets that were to
be used with Delta were small enough, more recent studies that are
using Delta have been generating much larger amounts of data to
be processed. With more than 100 participants generating play data
by playing Immune Defense (see Section 6.5), Delta’s execution time
would reach around two hours when using the previously discussed
any-element Levenshtein function. Compared to any manual evalua-
tion of the thousands of processes that are generated by over 100 par-
ticipants this might be acceptable, but of course less preferable than
finding a way to further reduce runtime. With the R-native options
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of memoization and recursion seemingly exhausted, a different ap-
proach was developed: The Levenshtein distance is well-known and
well-defined, with many implementations for solving it in different
languages, including R. The existing implementations could not be
used to calculate the any-element distances needed by Delta since
they only accept character strings as input. After exhausting optimiza-
tion options from R’s algorithmic side, the new approach consists of
just two steps: 1) reduce the existing problem to a problem solvable
by a faster library, and 2) use that library.

The StringDist package for R can calculate string-level Levenshtein
distances in one of the fastest ways possible: a dynamic programming
approach written in native C [40]. Though asymptotically bound by
the same constraints as the self-written element-level Levenshtein
function, the real-life runtime of this implementation is much faster.
StringDist only operates on strings, which is why the need for a cus-
tom Levenshtein function surfaced originally. In order to use any-
element lists with StringDist, the lists would have to be converted
to some character vectors (i.e., strings) that generate the same Leven-
shtein distances by StringDist as the processes would when evaluated
per action. In other words, action-level lists need to be transformed
into "character-level strings" (which is of course just what strings are).
To do this, all distinct actions of a given dataset are mapped to sin-
gle characters, so that each process is represented by a string, see
Section A.1. The strings are then compatible with StringDist and the
calculated string distances will result in the same values as the calcu-
lated any-element process distances would have, see Figure 8.

Figure 8: Reduction of two ICIT processes to two strings.

Once transformed into characters, the process (now string) pairs
can be used as valid input for StringDist. The runtime of evaluat-
ing the original Immune Defense dataset was reduced to around one
minute, as opposed to the 17 minutes when using the custom element-
level Levenshtein function. Evaluation of the data produced by 103

participants of a later study (cf. Section 6.5) could thus be analyzed
in around 15 minutes.
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5.8 processes extraction

Before C-Scores or other metrics can be calculated on participants’
sets of respective processes, the processes need to be extracted from
the event log, see Figure 9.

Figure 9: Generating distinct sets of processes from an ICIT event log.

When ignoring the possibility of connected processes, this opera-
tion would be a simple group aggregation that groups by process ID.
When connected processes are indicated by the optional attribute, an
additional step of combining processes is performed.

5.9 automated metrics beyond the c-score

In addition to the C-Score, C-Tracer computes other measures which
relate to other creative constructs. Since C-Tracer already extracts pro-
cesses, these measures may increase the utility of process-based cre-
ativity evaluations, such as the ones discussed in Chapter 4.

number of total processes . The number of total processes is
the number of processes (successful or not) that a person generated.
In the case of connected processes existing in the event log, there ex-
ists some ambiguity on whether each unsuccessful process that is also
connected to other processes should be evaluated as its own process
or as part of a larger process comprised of the other sub-processes.
In C-Tracer’s implementation, the amount of unique process IDs in
a person’s event log is measured through the number of processes.
This means that this measure resembles more closely the "number of
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total approaches" than the number of finished processes, as without a
definition of success the difference between an unsuccessful process
and an unfinished one cannot be determined.

number of successful processes . The number of successful
processes is self-explanatory and doesn’t suffer from ambiguity such
as the definition of the total number of processes. This measure is cal-
culated from the length of the list of processes of each person after the
successful processes have been extracted. Figure 9 gives an example
where both participants’ number of successful processes is 2.

longest successful process length . Shows the longest pro-
cess among all successful processes generated by each participant, see
Section A.2.

average successful process length . Shows the average
length of successful processes generated by each participant, based
on the arithmetic mean of all the participants’ successful process
lengths.

number of actions . Shows how many actions each participant
has undertaken in the event log, which is also the number of rows in
the event log for each participant.

5.10 serial-order-effect analysis for test-retest valid-
ity

The serial-order-effect can occur during tests in which responses start
out being low in creativity, but increase in creativity over time [12,
47]. The lack of this effect in tests is an indicator of high validity, as it
means that the quality of responses is not influenced by task expertise.
At best, a test will generate similar measurements for a participant
even if the participant retests the same test. As requested by testers
early during the development of C-Tracer, a way for enabling this
type of analysis within a single event log was added, which splits
the log into sub-logs. This had an extensive code-level impact on the
rest of the implementation: 1) Each person’s event log needs to be
dynamically split into parts that reflect the time during which actions
were performed. Since processes may be started in one phase but
ended in another phase, processes are assigned to phases based on
the last process action’s timestamp, see Figure 10.

2) The lists containing each person’s processes are getting another
layer and become lists of lists, with the outer lists representing the
different phases, and the inner lists containing the processes. 3) Each
analysis step needs to perform its analyses "for each phase". Since the
C-Score does not have the distributive property, that is (C-Score(Log1)
+ C-Score(Log2))/2 is not equivalent to C-Score(Log1+Log2), splitting
the data into phases forced a decision: Either, calculate the total C-
Score followed by the C-Scores of each phase and accept the increase
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Figure 10: Two-phase split of an ICIT event log.

in runtime. Or calculate only the C-Scores of each phase, then average
those scores to get a slightly incorrect overall C-Score. The error that
this way of calculation introduces proved to be rather low during the
exploratory analysis of available datasets, which lead to the decision
to calculate only the faster way per default, with the option of an
additional full C-Score calculation later.

5.11 tool support for rapid validation

Since process-based creativity assessments are not widely adopted,
there may be a particular need of validating their results early and
quickly. This is why C-Tracer allows for an additional automatic corre-
lation analysis of its results with a secondary dataset, such as creativ-
ity measures of the same participants from some established creativ-
ity test (see Section A.3). C-Tracer will match IDs from the secondary
dataset to the IDs in the C-Score results and output a long-format
correlation table that may give an early indicator of data and mea-
surement validity.
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U S I N G C - T R A C E R I N T H E R E A L W O R L D

This chapter details experiments and studies in which C-Tracer
and/or the Delta algorithm were used. They differ in setup, that
is experimental settings, data collection tools, the data itself, partici-
pants, etc., which makes them a good means to demonstrate the steps
needed to make each of them compatible with C-Tracer. The first sec-
tion in this chapter will outline a generalized checklist for C-Tracer
compatibility, which will then be referenced by the experiment and
study reports in later sections.

6.1 experiment and study design checklist for c-tracer

Experiments in studies intending to analyze their results with C-
Tracer need to fulfill four requirements in order to generate valid
results:

1. Define a creative task (Problem Space).

2. Define what makes an action (Action Space).

3. Define process success (Solution Space).

4. Mapping these spaces to records of actions, as detailed in Chap-
ter 3.

Only the fourth step is necessary for C-Tracer to generate results,
but all four steps are necessary for C-Tracer to generate valid results.
These requirements are directly related to definitions of creativity as
described in Chapter 3.

Defining a Problem Space

The problem space defines and constrains the task that participants
will be asked to perform. All creativity tests (not creativity question-
naires) need to have this. Examples of problem spaces from known
creativity tests are finding creative uses for a common object (AUT,
Section 2.3) or finding words that are as different from one another as
possible (DAT, Section 2.4). In the context of the ICIT (Chapter 3), the
problem space is finding delicious ice cream flavor combinations. A
good way to think about the problem space may be phrasing it like a
generative design question. In this case, the question might be "How
could I create the most delicious ice cream cone?"

Understanding an experiment’s problem space is particularly im-
portant in the context of creative processes, as participants may per-
form actions that are unrelated to the problem space in which they
are ideating. For example, a participant performing the ICIT may joke

53
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that they prefer savory food and will attempt to create delicious sand-
wich topping combinations. Depending on the prior problem space
definition, some researchers may include this part of the process in
their data, as they want their problem space to be creating delicious
foods based on an ice-cream prompt. Other researchers may want a more
narrow problem space definition, which only regards creative actions
pertaining to exactly the keywords in the prompt.

Defining an Action Space

The action space allows C-Tracer to map data to novelty. It is the al-
phabet of actions that explains the possible creative exploration of
a problem space. It defines all actions that participants can perform
in a task. Participants may or may not be aware of the existence of
such actions. For example, consider three different action space defi-
nitions for a verbal version of the ICIT. A participant says the follow-
ing sentence: "Hm, maybe just chocolate? Everyone likes chocolate.
Well, maybe not dogs. Oh! Vanilla and chocolate sauce."

A first definition could state that only and exactly ice cream flavors
are part of the action space. The participant will get their statement
recorded as (Vanilla) because the final answer was "Vanilla and choco-
late sauce" but only "Vanilla" is part of the defined action space. The
second definition allows a wider action space, in which any single
word of the solution that relates to food is part of the action space.
"Vanilla and chocolate sauce" may be recorded as (Vanilla, Chocolate
sauce), or even (Vanilla, Chocolate, Sauce). Lastly, consider a third action
space definition that defines actions, not as the actual solutions, but as
types of creative patterns exhibited by participants during problem-
solving. For example, an action space alphabet may be (Contemplating,
Joking, Reasoning, Converging, Aha-Moment). The participant’s sentence
could be recorded as (Contemplating, Reasoning, Joking, Aha-Moment,
Converging).

Though the problem space of the ICIT may have stayed the same,
the experiment’s action space definitions will determine what is actu-
ally measured and therefore what kinds of interpretation the results
may allow.

Defining a Solution Space

The solution space is needed to explain what constitutes a valid so-
lution in the context of a problem space and action space. Such a
solution definition complements the action spaces’ formalization of
novelty, by creating a formalization for success.

Success requires a particular understanding of the construct or con-
struct facet intended to be measured. A "success" can be arriving at
a single specific goal like making a paper plane that can fly more
than 10 meters, producing a valid idea (vanilla + chocolate), getting a
point in a game (scoring a point in basketball), or any other domain-
specific success. Success can be explicit or implicit: Explicit success
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means recording the moment of success as a special part of the action
space. For example, (Vanilla, Chocolate, Success) could be an explicit
use of success. This may be especially useful for more complicated
processes where actions are recorded in the moment but the success is
an uncertainty. Conversely, implicit success means that the fact that a
process got recorded signifies its success. Any unsuccessful processes
were never recorded, or have been discarded.

Creating a Valid Data Record

C-Tracer has some data requirements that are outlined in Chapter 3.
In particular, it needs a CSV file in which each row represents one
creative action with attributes of at least participant ID, process ID,
action, and time. In general, any time an action in the action space is
observed, one row should exist in the data record, that shows who
performed that action, as part of which process, and at what time.

Checklist for generating valid data for C-Tracer analysis

1. Problem space definition

2. Action space definition

3. Solution space definition

4. Data Record

6.2 validation and real-world application : real-world

data and c-tracer

C-Tracer has been used in a number of real-world use cases: 1) In a
study where students were asked to play the video game "Immune
Defense" [36], C-Scores were generated from the processes of defeat-
ing "bacteria" and "viruses" in the game. 2) For auxiliary analysis of
a novel productive thinking test, CollaboUse [64]. 3) On a creative
writing study [42]. 4) In a large-scale online study on creativity [27].
In addition to these studies, C-Tracer was experimentally applied to
other data, such as an "Apple Customer Support" event log.

6.3 internal usability tests

After the development of the Delta algorithm, early informal usability
tests revealed a fundamental problem: Creativity experts were neither
used to executing script-based programs nor did they have experi-
ence using programming shells or similar tools without explicit user
interfaces. C-Tracer was the answer to this obstacle, providing the UI
for configuring and executing Delta, see Chapter 5. Once accessible
on the internet and from a browser, the general difficulty of under-
standing the underlying functionality of the tool became more appar-
ent. Users were now provided with a UI, which helped non-technical
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users gain access to C-Tracer, but helped little in the ways of educat-
ing them on the underlying functions, data requirements, and neces-
sary configuration steps. One example of this is assigning columns to
their respective categories (e.g., the "Timestamp" column of the event
log to the "Order" category of C-Tracer). A part of this difficulty may
be that C-Tracer brings with it a new domain-specific language. With
creativity experts traditionally using finished productions in their cre-
ativity assessments, the evaluation of creative processes brings with
itself new terminology and logic that may require further refinements
or simply time for users to get familiar with it.

6.4 collabouse

C-Tracer was used to analyze the results of a novel productive think-
ing test, CollaboUse. CollaboUse is a collaborative browser-based test,
based on the test logic of the AUT. It prompts participants or teams of
participants to think of solutions to a prompt. Participants are given
only a limited amount of "objects" to combine in order to think of
interesting ideas for the prompt, see Figure 11. An example prompt
is "science-fiction decorations for a movie set", and example objects
are a rope, a pin needle, or a mirror.

Figure 11: The CollaboUse creativity test

CollaboUse: Problem Space

The problem space of CollaboUse is defined by the prompt. Partici-
pants are asked to imagine how they could combine some given items
in order to fulfill a requirement.

CollaboUse: Action Space

CollaboUse’s action space is exactly defined by the objects that par-
ticipants are allowed to use. If participants are allowed to use ten
particular objects, then that is also the action space they can traverse.
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CollaboUse: Solution Space

Any idea that fulfills the requirements outlined in the prompt is de-
fined as being part of the solution space. Every finished solution is
considered successful and no additional measure of success or failure
is recorded other than the success of coming up with an idea.

CollaboUse: Pilot Study and Results

CollaboUse was first used in a study on creative team performance
[64] in which creative team performance in the CollaboUse was mea-
sured after different interventions. There, C-Scores and fluency corre-
lated positively with interventions intended to promote togetherness.

6.5 immune defense

Immune Defense is a video game that can be played in the browser. It
records events that happen during gameplay. The resulting event logs
are compatible with C-Tracer and can be used to generate C-Scores.

Immune Defense: Problem Space

Immune Defense prompts players to defend a "heart" at the center of
their screen from attacking viruses and bacteria, see Figure 12. The
problem space definition asks: "How could you protect the heart as
well as possible?"

Figure 12: The Immune Defense game

Immune Defense: Action Space

Immune Defense serves as a good example of the potential different
action spaces that can exist within the same problem space. For Im-
mune Defense, two different action spaces were discussed. The first
considered player actions, such as placing a tower or areas of water
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in the game. The second one considered the effect of player actions
on the environment and attackers. The latter was chosen to be more
relevant to the study goals, based on the domain expertise of the re-
searchers. The main reason for this is the way that effects in Immune
Defense can be combined to create different effects. If a player makes
the action "Place Ice Tower" and then the action "Place Water", plac-
ing both the ice tower and the water closely together, then the player
may have intended to combine these effects to create ice and freeze at-
tackers. This means that two players may undertake the same actions
but have differing intentions and different effectiveness depending on
where in the game world the actions took place. This is why events
from the second action space were recorded, which are able to not
only show that attackers were wet or cold but also frozen.

Immune Defense: Solution Space

Immune Defense’s solution space is defined by the defeat of attackers.
In an event log, this is marked by the "death" event that records the
defeat of an attacker.

Immune Defense: Studies and Results

Published in the 2020 IEEE Conference on Games (CoG), the paper
"Designing a Video Game to Measure Creativity" was a work that
would later lead to the development of the Delta algorithm [36]. The
aim of this study was to validate a video game that was designed to
measure creativity. A particular interest of this study was the poten-
tial of using this game to generate creativity scores without human
data analysis (e.g., without using the CAT as described in Section 2.2).
17 participants were asked to play the video game Immune Defense
as well as to perform the Alternative Uses Task and fill out a self-
report questionnaire. The AUT was evaluated by experts as per the
CAT, and the C-Score was calculated automatically, though at the
time a script specifically written for Immune Defense generated C-
Scores, as the C-Tracer did not exist yet. Results showed moderate
to high correlations between the C-Score and AUT Fluency and AUT
Flexibility, and no strong correlation with the game score of the play-
ers, see Table 2. The latter was an indicator, that task expertise did
not influence the C-Score.

The promising correlations of AUT scores and Immune Defense-
based creativity scores lead to three fundamental questions: Could
these findings be replicated in a larger scale study? Could this ap-
proach or a similar one be automated to the point of requiring almost
no human input in the data analysis? Could this approach be gener-
alized to work with outputs of other creativity tests or data sources?

In order to answer these questions, another large-scale study was
conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
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Table 2: Correlations of AUT and Immune Defense scores

1 2 3 4 5

1. AUT Flexibility 1

2. AUT Fluency 0.95* 1

3. AUT Originality 0.14 0.20 1

4. C-Score 0.57* 0.54* 0.13 1

5. Game Score 0.36 0.34 0.12 0.06 1

The table shows Pearson correlations, except for AUT Orig-
inality, which is calculated with Kendall’s Tau. * < .05 sig-
nificance.

6.6 combined immune defense and collabouse study

In the context of large-scale user studies, Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) is a popular tool for reaching a large number of study par-
ticipants quickly. As discussed in Chapter 1, mainstream creativity
research has so far not adopted this avenue of crowd-sourcing for
studies, though web-based creativity tests exist that focus on more
simplistic productions such as the ones generally expected from pro-
ductive thinking tasks. Most of them are variations of the Alternative
Uses Task with differing ways of evaluating answers, see Chapter 2.
As opposed to these setups, where random visitors may participate
for a very short time, MTurk opens up the possibility of conducting
longer studies on the internet where participants can be queried for
auxiliary information such as demographics or personality. This en-
ables more traditional study setups, but also requires more technical
setup work in comparison to in-person studies of the same kind.

Thus, this study, which was accepted to be published in the Cre-
ativity Research Journal (CRJ), may be the first of its kind, combining
prompt- or questionnaire-based creativity tests with five minutes of
gameplay [27]. Building on the study design of the in-person Immune
Defense study, 103 international participants took part in browser-
based versions of the AUT and Immune Defense. In addition to the
main interest in the results of a large-scale, fully online creativity
study, a meta-interest in this study was the effort it would take for
data analysis which traditionally would not scale well with such a
high amount of participants.

Participants in this 30-minute study went through a battery of self-
report tests as well as the AUT, CollaboUse, and Immune Defense.
CollaboUse and AUT were evaluated for fluency, flexibility, and orig-
inality. CollaboUse originality, AUT flexibility, and AUT originality
were scored using the CAT with three expert raters. CollaboUse flu-
ency, CollaboUse flexibility, and AUT fluency were scored automati-
cally. Additionally, C-Scores were calculated for Immune Defense and
CollaboUse. Table 3 shows correlations between the different mea-
sures. It illustrates well, that C-Scores from different creativity tests
may not represent the same constructs: Immune Defense’s C-Scores
are almost entirely independent from CollaboUse’s C-Scores: It ap-
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Table 3: Correlations between CollaboUse and Immune Defense

1 2 3 4 5

1. ID C-Score

2. CU Fluency .244*

3. CU Flexibility .203* .845**

4. CU MaxOrig .163 .443** .412**

5. CU MeanOrig .178 .246* .232* .903**

6. CU C-Score .064 .298** .463** .248* .216*

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
ID: Immune Defense Game; CU: CollaboUse

pears that the average differentness of successful game actions in the
game Immune Defense is not related to the average differentness of
creative item combinations in the CollaboUse test. At the same time,
there are small to moderate correlations between Immune Defense C-
Scores and CollaboUse Fluency/Flexibility, as well as moderate corre-
lations between CollaboUse C-Scores and other CollaboUse creativity
metrics.

C-Tracer’s data analysis itself required less than one minute of user
input for the analysis of an amount of data that would be impossible
to evaluate manually. The real opportunity costs of conducting such
online studies are setting up a server that can receive and record the
data, configuring the server to format the data into cohesive datasets,
and managing the MTurk platform. These costs, though not a com-
plicated problem to solve from a software engineering perspective,
might still deter experts of other fields from conducting similar on-
line studies or even having the ability to do so. This could indicate
that, should such study designs be rising in popularity, a specialized
framework for data collection and formats might be needed.

6.7 creative writing

C-Tracer’s C-Scores have also been used as a measure to quantify
creativity in creative writing [42, 43], making it the first approach
to take preprocessed creative texts as input and generating C-Scores,
etc. based on those texts. The texts were written based on writing
prompts, such as "Write a story about a magical window, or a window
like no other". McKee used the C-Tracer as part of a wider analysis
regarding self-reported creativity assessments and their connection
to C-Tracer’s automatically computed creativity measures.

Creative Writing: Problem Space

The problem space in McKee’s study was defined by open-ended
writing prompts. The problem could be "solved" by writing a creative
text. The participants were aware that the texts would be judged on
their creativity.
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Creative Writing: Action Space

Defining the action space as "all possible words", while straightfor-
ward, would have ended up with insignificant results. Consider the
following creative text:

I like gelato. You enjoy pasta. We love food.

First, an action space of all possible words would have resulted in C-
Scores that mostly represent the length of sentences, as Delta’s pair-
wise checking for equality would have rarely found word pairs that
are the same across two sentences. Second, the repetitive sentence
structure does not feel novel, original, or generally creative. Thus, if
each sentence is a process and all possible words define the action
space, the C-Score of this text would be 3, the maximal possible score
for processes of length 3.

Both the problem of action space size, as well as the sentences’
structural similarity evaluation were solved by redefining the action
space as the space of all word types (e.g., nouns, verbs, adverbs, etc.),
see Figure 13.

Figure 13: Effect of different action space definitions on the C-Score.

Creative Writing: Solution Space

The solution space in the creative writing task was defined as finished
generations of sentences. While thinking of the next sentence to write,
participants likely mentally explored different sentences before con-
verging on the sentence they finally wrote. In creative process terms,
they likely explored different creative processes until finding one that
was effective.
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Creative Writing: Study and Results

McKee undertook her study with 26 experienced authors. In the ex-
periment, authors wrote creative texts both alone and in 13 pairwise
teams, writing for 15 minutes in each task condition. McKee reported
a positive correlation between C-Score and sentence length (r = .461,
p < 0.001). It seems that within her study and its action, problem,
and solution space, the C-Score captures a mix of elaboration and
sentence complexity.

6.8 stanford live demo

During the Spring 2022 Hasso Plattner Design Thinking Research
Workshop, C-Tracer was used live to quickly generate various creativ-
ity scores for tests presented in a live demo of the different creativity
tests Immune Defense, CollaboUse, and the prompt-based creative
writing test. It allowed for audience participation, after which results
were immediately presented to the same audience. The implications
of this may be that rapid prototyping of novel creativity tests is made
possible by an automated tool such as C-Tracer.
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D I S C U S S I O N , O U T L O O K , C O N C L U S I O N

7.1 randomness and creativity analyses

As creativity research slowly recognizes the opportunities that auto-
mated data collections and analyses can provide, it must adapt to the
circumstances that come with these new avenues. The MTurk study
discussed in Chapter 6 showed on the one hand, that creativity stud-
ies can be adapted to work with hundreds of participants from all
over the world. On the other hand, it reaffirmed the difficulties of
keeping the data quality high, as participants on such platforms have
incentives to fulfill the requirements of the study tasks as quickly as
possible to maximize monetary earnings based on their invested time.
Other contemporary approaches that automatically test and evaluate
creativity are not randomness-resistant. There, random answers will
generally lead to high creativity values, which means that the auto-
mated approaches are forced to either accept a lower data quality or
concede the need for some manual data analysis.

Process-based creativity assessments have the advantage of allow-
ing researchers to define in which ways a process may terminate as
to be considered effective. Such effective processes generally require
multiple actions which are unlikely to be random and effective. In-
cluding such a "success" measure is a significant way in which C-
Tracer’s analysis distinguishes itself from other modern approaches
to automatic creativity analyses. The definition of successful and un-
successful processes, as well as the subsequent exclusion of unsuc-
cessful attempts, means that random behavior is automatically fil-
tered by the success definition. This resistance to random data allows
for less or no human oversight, which in turn improves the scalabil-
ity of such studies compared to similar studies without randomness
resistance.

7.2 limitations

Data-based outcomes can only ever be as good as the data itself. Since
any recorded process in the correct data format can be used as input
for C-Tracer, it could calculate values with little to no validity that
look indistinguishable from highly valid ones. Should a business pro-
cess dataset of Apple customer support employees be used as input
for C-Tracer? The event log may contain all needed attributes required
for a successfully terminating C-Tracer analysis, but persons recorded
within that event log were probably not given the same tasks, their
success and failure were never clearly defined, and the representation
of persons in the event logs is highly unbalanced, with some employ-
ees having many more events than others. C-Tracer, in this case, may
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invite drawing false conclusions. It does not make judgments on data
quality and presents every result objectively. It will also not report
any logical errors in data as long as a correct event log format is
provided. Since the data analysis is fully automated, and therefore
opaque to users, a clear understanding of the meaning and utility of
C-Scores is needed when wanting to use C-Tracer correctly.

7.3 outlook

The main contributions this thesis offers to the creativity research do-
main are a novel language and algorithm for reasoning about creative
behavior, as well as a tool - the C-Tracer - with which creativity mea-
surements based on creative behavior can be computed automatically
and quickly.

Regarding creative behavior: While reviewing contemporary cre-
ativity measurement approaches, the lack of process-based creativ-
ity assessments in the domain was noticeable. With advancements in
how software can help illuminate the much noisier data that creative
processes produce compared to creative productions, it now becomes
feasible for creativity researchers to approach process-based creativ-
ity assessments or even analyze data generated from natural behavior.

Regarding C-Tracer: C-Tracer has shown that with the right study
setup, domain definitions, and data collection, automated creativity
assessments of thousands of data points are possible within seconds.
During its use, the opportunities that come with the ability to evalu-
ate creativity "on the fly" became clear. Also apparent became the po-
tentially unexplored depth that creative processes have: Originally, C-
Tracer was just the way to distribute the Delta algorithm, but added al-
gorithms for measures such as fluency, elaboration, and the "D-Score"
seem to only scratch the surface of the ways that C-Tracer could be
extended now that a basic programmatic framework for extracting
processes from event log data exists.

7.4 conclusion

In my thesis, I introduce a new data-driven language and new def-
initions for reasoning about creative behavior and the creative pro-
cess. Building on this language, I construct a novel algorithm, Delta,
which calculates the average process differentness for a list of pro-
cesses. Additionally, I introduce definitions and algorithms that allow
well-known creative measures such as fluency, flexibility, and original-
ity to be derived from creative processes. The novel process analysis
tool C-Tracer is the programmatic utilization of these measures. It
has been tested and validated in different studies. There, it calculated
creativity scores by analyzing data from the video game Immune de-
fense, the productive thinking task CollaboUse, and a creative writing
challenge. Studies of over 100 participants were conducted, where C-
Tracer calculated creative scores of all participants automatically and
quickly. Since C-Tracer is domain-agnostic, I show how to define the
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problem, action, and solution spaces, so that data can be made com-
patible with C-Tracer. This analysis is objective, randomness-resistant,
and requires no human labor.





Part IV

A P P E N D I X





A
A P P E N D I X

a.1 implementation of problem reduction : action to

char

Note: An "event" is equivalent to an "action" in a creative process.

map_strings_to_characters <- function(events) {

start <- 32 # 32 is the character index for a whitespace.

events_as_factors <- as.factor(events)

event_factor_indices <- as.integer(events_as_factors)

5

#A success event is special, so we need to know its factor.

success_event_level <- which(

levels(events_as_factors) == config$success_event

)

10

single_char_success <- intToUtf8(start + success_event_level)

single_char_events <- unlist(

lapply(event_factor_indices, function(i) intToUtf8(start +

i))

)

15 #Return the renamed success event separately.

list(single_char_success, single_char_events)

a.2 finding the longest process in a list of processes

find_longest_process <- function(processes_by_phase) {

res <- 0

for (phase in seq_along(processes_by_phase)) {

4 longest_successful_process_in_phase <- max(

unlist(

lapply(

processes_by_phase[[phase]], function(x)

length(x)

)

9 )

)

res <- max(

res,

longest_successful_process_in_phase

14 )

}

res

}
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a.3 c-tracer states

During typical use, C-Tracer will traverse different states, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 5.

Figure 14: Initial state of C-Tracer

Figure 15: C-Tracer configuration of analysis
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Figure 16: C-Tracer analysis progress visualization

Figure 17: C-Tracer results table
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Figure 18: C-Tracer configuration of validation

Figure 19: C-Tracer showing validation results
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